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Non=Partisan School League Will Meet in Eagle's Hall
Tonight, Citizens andSchool.Patrons Urged to Attend
THAW'S MOTHER
TREATED GENTLY
Breaks Down When Testify-
ing, But Bravely Struggles
to Keep Up For Sake of Her
Boy on Stand
THE TRIAL IS PROGRESSING
New York, March 7.--Postpone•
ment of the Thaw case until tomor•
row was caused by the death of James
Walsh husband of Justice Fio.ger-
ald's wife's sister.
The Prisoner's Mother.
Another dramatic chapter was add-
ed to the history of the Thaw trial
when the mother of the defendant
took the stand. Mrs. Thaw's stay be-
fore the jary was brief. When Del-
mas had definitely limited her exami-
nation to the change she had noted in
• aver mon* condition following jute e-
turn from Paris in 1903 after Evelyn
Nesbit had told him of her 'life story,
and when Jerome had with great con-
sideration, conduce a short and hi-
effectual cross-examination, the moth-
er love welled strong in Mrs. Thaw
and she felt she had not done her all.
She was loath to leave the witness
chair.
"There is the question of heredity,"
•
she protested when both Delmar; and
Jerome told her she might step down.
"I have asked you, madam, all that
is considered necessary," said Thaw's
attorney, with the utmost deference.
Mrs. Thaw half rose, hesitated and
were absent ter Mt- down sante wbea
Deimos offered her hie hand to aseiist
her from the Wand.
'
Mother Nears Break Down.
Twice during her recital of the
events which had caused her to fear
that ail was net right wait her son,
Mrs. Thaw ;broke down anci was un-
able to proceed, Her face flushed and
she made an effort to speak but the
words would not come. After a few
moments. Justice Fitzgerald asked so-
licitously if she felt able to proceed
and Mrs. Thaw, evidently much cha-
grined that her great grief had over-
come her strong will of resistance,
nodded in the affirmative.
She declined a glass of water, made
an effort once more to proceed but
failed. Fitzgerald then interposed a
relief for which the elderly woman
facing him mnet have been deeply
grateful. He said as that many of
the witness' remarks had been uttered
in a very low voice It would be neces-
eary to halve the stenographer read
all her testimony up to that time to
the jury. 'When the reading was end-
ed Mrs. Thaw had regained her com-
posure and was able to proceed to the
end of her narrative,
Thaw Was Deeply Depreswed.
' She said that when learry came
home In 19413 he seemed depressed
and apparently had lost all interest
in life He massed gleeplese nights,
would often leave the table at meats
and go into the parlor to play upon
the piano, the music growing softer
and softer until it finally died away.
Me told in a motherly way of her
solicitude for the body.
As Mrs. Thaw bravely told of her
eon's statement to her, tears welled
up in her eyes and for several mo-
meats she was unable to proceed with
her story.
"He told me that a wicked man -
probably the wickedest man In all
New York—had ruined his Hie."
It was not until some time after he
had offered this explanation of the
change In 'him that she learned the
story pf tile young woman who was
to become her daughter-In-lay.
Mrs. Thaw told of her son breaking
down at ebtirch in 'Pittsburg and
afterward explaining It was heeatiae
of sorrow which prevented the young
woman he loved being at his *Me,
Md. 'Maw told of coming to New
York to meet Evelyn Nesbit and of
giving her, consent to her son'a net:-
'riage-- the one condition being thea
the Ores past 1.01? ' In Near Toe:
should be a domed book, nevea to be
referred to In any way. Then rialto
the Miley of the marriage In Pitta-
burg in SPOIL 14195, the honeymoon
trip and then a happy pladd glimmer
spent at the mother's country home
in the mountains.
Thaw's Income Net Great.
That was all. Dolmas ended her
testimony abruptly. The district at-
torney was taken by surprise and be-
gan to cross-examine Mrs. Thaw in a
very low voice. He asked the eolith-
Atolls surrounding the increase in her Daughters of American Revo-
NEED FOUNTAINS
ALONG STREETS
son's allowance, but Dolmas objected.
late asked what the son's income
lamounted to, Mrs. Thaw said it was
moderate and nothing like the sum
the newspapers have so often re
Ported,
BODIES WASH ASHORE.
Naples, March 7—Twenty bod-
ies washed asibore_at pastelist-
mare. The bodies are believed to
be those of passengers and crew
of the British steamship, Kalada,
which recently foundered. It is
not known how many lives were
lost, but additional bodies con-
tinue washing in almost hourly.
CRANE'S BOOM.
Boston, March 7.—Boom for
United States Senator Crane as
presidential candidate started
some time mei in Washington,
was given official indorsement
Nat night at a dinner of Western
Massachusetts' members of the
legislature, when Crane was
toasted as the next president of
the United Slates. This was loud-
ly cheered.
REWARD FOR BOY.
Kitts' Hammock, Del., March
7.—With a reward of $24,000
offered for the safe return and
another of $1,000 for the dead
body, hundreds of men today re-
turned to search for little Hor-
ace Mirvin, whose strange die-
appearance generally aroused
the entire neighborhood. There
Is. not the slightest trace of the
lad now.
BANK ROBBERS.
Masonville, Iowa, March 7.—
Robbers dynamited the safe of
the Farmers' bank this morning
and secured several thousand
dollar's Five hundred were drop-
ped when the burglars crossed a
wire fence. A posse is tracking
the men in the light snow,
ARTIST SUICIDE.
Paris, March 7.--Standing be-
fore a mirror in the studio of
the apartments today Mrs. Teele
Latham, said to be the daugh-
ter of a Chicago magletrate,com-
mitted suicide by shooting. She
had attracted considerable atten-
tion as an artist and entertain-
ed sumptuously. Financial diffi-
culty is given as the cause.
PRAIRIE FIRES.
Fort Worth, March 7.— Ex-
treme drouth has caused num-
erous prairie tires in west Tex-
as. Hundreds of acres of ranch
land are burned over, causing a
heavy loss.
GUARD EMPRESS.
London, March 7.— Every
precaution known to the author-
Rim of Scotland yard is being
made to guard the dowager ton.
pram of Russia, who arrived to.
day to visit her sister Queen
Alexandria. Every known an-
archist in England was placed
ander police surveillance. The
empress will be guarded by spe-
cial detectives during her visit.
TWO CENT FARE.
Springfield, DE, March 7.—
The home. today unanimously
teemed the two cent passenger
fare bill. It as practically certain
both houses will agree on a two
cent bill.
BOMB THROWN.
Warsaw, March 7.—A bomb
was thrown today into the flat
occupied by Prince Pergatyn•ki,
director of the government high
school. The premieres are wreck.
ed. The prince is uninjured.
There Ii only one kind of •
newspaper ritrutation statement
quit Is worth any lonsdderatioa
and that Is the daily detailed
statement. The Sun Is the only
Paducabepaper printing each a
stammeest.
lution to Lay a Proposition
Before Board of Aldermen at
Meeting Tonight
TO INCREASE THE TAX LEVY
Daughters of the American Revolu-
tion probably will present before the
board of aldermen tonight their prop-
osition for the location of drinking
fountains at prominent corners in the
business seotion, and it is expected
that the general council take
action to promote the' idea, which is
considered an excellent one.
The ordinance increneing the tax
rate from $1.65, as fixed by the gen-
eral council last year, to $1.55 will be
Introduced in the board tonight. It
+tea passedr the hoard of emineltmen
exactly as agreed upon at a flannel_
committee conference. It is probable
that the aldermen4111 hold two dis-
tinct sessions tonight for the purpose
of passing the ordinance on two read-
ings,
Rollor skating, and poesibly tol
pistols, will be considered. Some or-
dinances relative to street improve-
ments, may be introduced.
SCHMITZ'S STATEMENT.
Says Teddy's Eloquence Made Him
Change Opinion.
*an Fravissiem, March 7.—Magor
Schmitz arrived here this afternoon
on his return from Washington. He
said he would issue a statement on
the whole Japanese situation within a
few days.
Mr. Schmitz, in an Interview at
Los Angeles, en route, is quoted as
saying: „ tt
"Ailhoulti, wear.ro Washington
to confer with .the president about
admitting the Japanese into the pub-
lic schools, I found my views were
not altogether right, and when the
matter was presented to me in a light
that I had not before considered,
could see that there was some reason
for the attitude the head. of the na-
tion took. I found that President
IRomsevelt was Wrongly In favor of
admitting them, and of course he is
in a position to knew what is really
best "
STEALING WHISKY
AND SELLING IT
Systematii stealing of whisky from
Efreatuate Well & Company has been
traced down to employes of that firm
who have, absconded. The goods
have been sold to local saloon keepers
at less than manufacturer's cost, The
method of operation was to wait until
after the business had been cloeed
for the day, and then to carry th4
goods away in carriages, unstamped
in jugs and sell it to the essisxm
keepers who bought the goods. Keys
to the whisky and to the rooms in
Which the goods was kept were stolen
and the goods obtained. The pecula-
tion. have 'been going on ter several
months. The thefts were admitted at
the office of Dreytuas, Well & Com-
pany. It is said that over 124 gallons
were taken.
How They Do It in Mayfield.
Just as the town clock struck I
o'clock Wednesday afternoon Rev.
Nunneily spoke the words In the store
of Draffen, Dirk & 0o, that. tinIted
In marriage George Thompson and
Miss Cora Kirby, of Dublin. The
groom, after the ceremony, presented
the Mirsieter with a sliver dallier and
the couple left the *tore and went
their way liapay.—Mayllead abeasen-
get.
Holdup Man Is Cureless. •
Goshen. Ind., March 7.--Last night
a holdup man, with a gun, tonipelled
Bandmaster Roscoe to open the ('ate
Rogers. He grabbed $15 overlooking
$700 and escaped,
'
AS VIEWED IN FRANCE.
J'aili—TrArlow me to give iou this stight.token of my regard."
Unele Sams "Be so good as to take this seat, my yeliow friend."
—es,ellhou•tts (Paris),
Delegates Chosen to Head Camp
W. 0. W., By Paducah Woodmen
ACQUITTED FOR
KILLING BYWATER
Culpeper, Va., March 7.--The nasse
of Strothers brothers Por the murder
of William F. Bywaters, who was
shot immediately after he married
their sister, whom he wronged, went
to the Jury this morning, The jury,
after a short deliberation, returned a
verdict of not gullty.
DARING HOLDUP.
Moscow, March 7.—A daring
holdup occurred at the unhersi-
ty today. While officials were be-
ing paid off seven armed men,
supposed to be Terrorists, enter-
ed and threatening all present
with. revolvers, demanded the
money. The intruder.' tired in
the air, "secured $20,000, de-
camped, killing a !sergeant of
police whom they encountered
at the door as he was shout to
enter the building.
FORMER M-AYOR LANG IS
BUSY AT THE CITY HALL
Some figures on the Democratic
city administration, or some former
one, may be introduced in the bitter
tight being waged before the Demo-
cratic primary. Former Mayor Tames
Lang has been engaged in a careful
inspection of the books In the audi-
tor's and treasurer's office, and al-
though he is maintaining strict se-
crecy about it the rumor is out that
he Intends to spring something to the
Reed camp.
GRAIN at.% it leET.
Cincinnati, larch 7.—Wheat,
79 1-2; corn, 50; oats, 40 1-2.
Car Leaves Track.
Union depot car, No. 51 JaMped eha
track yesterday afternoon Ota Oald-
wet, street jilat. aft It was eroestng the
last ell on the way .,te union Sta t ion.
The ear is one of the smaller tape.
It relied across the street ahd by
vlaorone efforts, ha MotorMsal West It
was brought to a st.nd.stl%iIrsmI
Etat from the edge of the lith
Delegates to represent the Padu-
cah camps in the Head ,camp con-
vention, W. 0. W., to be held here
next Tuesday have been elected as
follows: Olive camp, A. Rosenthal; J.
W. Heasley :T. B. Flasch; Jersey
camp, A. W. Barkley. 13. A. Cram, C.
W. Emery, W. R. Parker; alternates
for Jersey camp, G. R. Broadfoot, E.
E. Birchett, S. B. Pryor, W. J. Yopp.
The Woodmen's Circle, the Wom-
an's Auxiliary of the W. 0. W., will
meet on the same day here in the
lodge rooms on North Fourth street.
The Head camp convention will 'be
held in the Red Men's hall. The del-
egates from the woman's auxiliaries
will be: Magnolia, Mrs. Clara Max-
well imd Mrs. G. T. Spence; Evert.
green, Mrs. A. L. 'semen and Mrs.
Sallie Roder.
As this is the first Kentucky
Head camp convention, a strong
fight will be made by all delegations
to secure officers in the organization.
Paducah camps will try to get some
of the officers from their membership.
All the entertaining of the delegates,
156 in .number, will be done in the
W. 0. W. bail. Kentucky will be
known as the Head Camp U., the
state head camps being lettered. The
membership in Kentucky now Is
over 8,000 and Kentucky separates
from Tennessee this year because on-
ly 5,000 are required to form a sep-
arate Head ramp.
STANDARD OIL MEN
MUST STAND TRIAL
St. Louis, March 7.—The Standard
Oil company and John 0. 'Rockefeller
must stand trial in St. Louis, 14. a do-
cialein rendered this .morning by the
four United States Judges, sitting in
the ease, It was held thst ta-k
ants in the, government suit against
ins Mandated rib be lirmilihriti St.
!Louis for trial, no matter in 'what
Part of the country they may ha‘e
legal residence. There are seventy
defandants In all comprising SR 'the
Iproselatnt ems eoumected "1t thethosemmilt
PATROLMAN CLARK
FINDS FUDITIVE
By clever work this morning, Pa-
trolman J. W. Clark found a negro
for whom Tennessee officers have
been searching for some time. His
name is John Pitts, and he is wanted
at Newbern, Tenn., for stabbing a
man. Marshal King, and Deputy
Sheriff Pitt of Newbern, came here
today, and after several hours' work,
Patrolman Clark found their man at
the Illinois Central 'hospital, whew
he was recovering from a -.pistol
wound inflicted by another Illinois
Central brakeman at Cecilia. Pitts on
coming here had gone to work on the
Illinois Central and got into a diffi-
culty, during which he was shot,
February 25. He will be taken back
to Newbern this afternoon.
GAVE HER MILLION TO ART.-
Woman Decides to Will Entire ES.
tate for Gallery.
Manchester, N. H.. March 7.—Mrs.
Hannah A. Currier is to give her en-
tire fortune of $1,000,000 for the es-
tablishment of an art gallery in this
city at her death. The estate will be
left to trustees named In a list which
she already has prepared. Mrs. Cur-
rier is nearly 80 years old.
Sulphur Yellow Reigning Color.
London, March 7.—According to
the Drapers' Record sulphur yellow,
Which already has a vogue in Paris,
will he the popular Ramie this year,
both for women's frocks and house-
hold decorations,
•
WE,1THER--laxilbably 'train to.
sight with colder In the sateen's:
asatern portion. Friday fair and
coldre. lialnfoll .17 inch,
•
Movement Looking to Remov-
al of Schools From Politics
Culminates in Organization
Of League By The Seriouti-7
Minded People of Paducah,
Who Tire of Party and Fac-
tional Bickering
APPROACH BOTH PARTIES
I Have Confidence of Business
and Professional Men, Who
Will Continue Fight for the
Betterment of Paducah City
Schools
ALL ARE INVITEE) TO JOIN
Culminating a feeling that quietly
has been taking form for the last
several months, a meeting of citi-
zens interested in a non-partisan
school system will be held in the
Eagles' hall, Sixth street and Broad-
way tonight at 7:30 o'clock. In this
meeting, composed Indiscriminately
of citizens of all political faiths, an
organization will be effected to work
for a non-partisanIzachool board. The
Object of the Non-Partisan School
league will be to lift the public
school system out of the realm of
party conflicts, and place it on a
plane, where only a love for the best
interests of the schools would be tho
motive for getting on tuft hosed,
where the political parties will not
consider it as a public plum to ho
struggled for every year.
It is understood that the organi-
zation will endeavor to 'et a fusion,
ticket. Both the. Republican and
Democratic city executive commit-
tees will be appealed to to sever the
schools from the other elective ofil-
0,-4.ces, and to allow the same ticket for
school trustees to go under each
emblem. The new organization will
make out a non-partisan ticket,which
it will submit to both committees, so
that men elected on that ticket may
be elected with the understanding
that no questions. arising in the
board will be settled from the view-
point of any party.
At the meeting tonight, a declara-
tion of principles will be made and
the membership will not be limited
in any way. Any citizen - who' would
like to sea the-achool system placed
entirely out of polities has the quali-
fication for membership. Later It is
expected to appeal to the legislature
to have the charter repealed fallible
sections which call for an election
every year, and to have the term for
four years with elections every two
years.
Many business, professional and
working men have expressed approv-
al of a Non-Partisan School league
and if the organization is effected, It
is probable that it will be incorpo-
rated The citizens behind the move-
rnent will not be discouraged. If
nothing definite is accomplished in
the fall campaign, but will continue
to work for a non-partisan school
system. Republicans and Democrats
alike have signified their intention
of attending the meeting tonight.
S.'ORTEINOU EATS WITH CLERKS
New Treasury Chief Astonishes %h.
ordinates by Frugal Meal
Washington, March 7.—Secretary
Corteaou, now heed of the treastrty
departnient, astonished ,the hundreds
of clerk's who take their matistbta
al noh at a restaitrant *erase the same'
from the t tesum ry building by**.
log „ among theni today. He ate a
sandwich and a piece or Pie and
drank a mug of milk. Many of the
$1,991) clerks partook of a more tamp
tense 'repast. . Mr. eiwteiou was 11e-
r liptomod to hunch eat this stand whom'
itt. was private secretary tO the Meeks'
,64104,.
411..
PAM ?WC.
CbeKenturky
BOTH PHON W.
FRIDAY NIGHT
AND BALANCE OF WEEK
(Except Thu Nthy
"The Pearl of the South"
GERTRUDE
SUCCESS
PRONIISED JOHN SHARP WIL..
LLCMS IN HIS F14.41T.
Mitssiasippes Famous Statesman En.
(era On Fight For Money's
Toga.
E _ . ,, Washington, Match 7.-Represent-
ative John Sharp Williams, the Dem-
And her own select com-
pany Of players.
Tonight.
TIIE SMART ST
New specialties between acts.
Change of play each night.
Popular Prices
°elastic leader in the house, has left
for -nis home in Mississippi to begin
at once an active campaign for the
Mississippi senatorship against his
opponent, Gov. Vardaman. On peat
Friday he will formally open his
campaign at Amory, Miss., and from
that time on will be actively engag-
ed upon the stump. He will deliver
10c=20c=30c speeches all over the state and littledoubt is expressed that he will have
BARGAIN MATINEE 
't pronounced majority when the
votes are counted in August. The ef-Saturday 2:30 forts of Gov. Vardaman and his sup-
23----THE SKIDOO KIDS----23 porters to discredit the house lead-ership of Mr. Williams through the
candidacy of Representative DeAr-
mond, of Missouri, has enlei in a flat
failure.
Mr. Williams has already receiv-
ed written pledges from a majority
of the Democrats compriiing the
membership of the Sixtieth congress,
and by the time the new congress
meets it is expected that al: opposi-
tion to him will cease. His leader-
ship has proved eminently satisfac-
tory and it is only through the Hearst
coterie that opposition has been man-
ifested against him.
Seats on sale at Box Office.
TO=NIGHT
Rice 6 Weaver
Offer
The Gorgeously Staged Fairyesque
THE
GINGERBREAD
Book and lyrics; by Fred Ranken.
Music by A. Baldwin Sloane.
With Entire New York All
Star Cast
Company Orchestra
and
Sweet potatoes
Irish potatoes
I Sassafras .82 COMPANY 82' Young onions
GreensPrices 25c, 35c, 50c, 75c, $1, 91.50
Monday Night, Mar. 11
THE
Donnelly&Hatfield
MAGNIFICENT MINSTRELS
Under the Personal Direction of Al 6. Field
The best of the
Good Ones.
A big minstrel festival of music
and song. Everything up to date.
Clean, wholesome fun; refined and
educating
A Big Company
A Great Show
Big noonday street parade and
band concert.
No Advance in Prices
Prices: 25c, 35c, 30c. 73c, $1.00.
Seats on gale Saturday 9 a. m.
Mamma-- "flush, Willie. It's
wrong to say an one is going straight
to the devil." Willie- "That's Q.
You have to be crooked to go there,
don't you!-Philadelphia Poets.
Beets
Radishes 
Celery
HEADACHES AND NEURALGIA
FROM COLDS.
LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine, the
world wide Cold and Grip remedy re-
moves cause. Call for full name.
Look for signature E. W. GROVE.
25c.
TODAY'S MARKETS
Lettuce  3' bunches 10c
Parsnips  5c quart.
Turnips  1.0c gal.
  6,0c bu.
G5c bu.
  5c bunch.
 2 bunches 5e.
 lac bunch.
 9 bunches lac
2 bunches, 16c.
41c to 75c
Strawberries a for 26c
Grape fruit  4 for 25e
Bananas  10c doz.
Oranges  20c doz.
Apples  26c peck..
Chickens  3.5c to 75e.
Turkeys lac M.
Riabb i ts  each
Eggs 2'Jc doz.
Butter s 25c lb
Ham  17c lb.
Sausage  11,1c lb.
Lard  12c lb.
World's Costliest Drees.
It may seem a trifle Incongruous
that in a land where the IllaS80.1 are
at the starvation point all the time.
and often on the fatal side of that
point, the wearers of tae richest rai-
ment should be found, but such
seems to be the case.
One orthe princesses of the Bur-
tnese court, a young woman not yet
20, is said to be the possessor of the
oostlbest drew In the world. It Is a
court costume and worn only on rare
°evasions. It is studded with Jewels
reputed to be worth in the aggregate
not less than $1,441,0,0010.-Kansas
City Journal.
-l'ou probably overlooked a good
"want ad. opportunity" yesterditY----
but you ought to "look alive" today.
Daily beefed is not sweet without
daily (lilt".
Ask any dealer for
the oldest  bottled in
bond whiskey he
has in stock and you
will get either
F,ARLY TIMES or
JACK BEAM. Le's
eight  summers old.
Irmo PADIMAZ ENTEITTNO 141..fit
DIEITRICAL NOTES
"The Gingerbread Man."
TThe Cairo Bulletin says:
"The golden days when the Jengla,
jingly, nursery rhatues were true,
made all who heard 'The Ginger-
bread Man' at the opera house last
night renew their childhood incident-
ally adding a few touches of up-to-
dateness.
"It Is a charming little play, 04-
tirely innocent of complications and
as to music, decidedly delightful.
There are one or two exeeediagly
good voices. Homer Lind, who plays
the part of Fudge, and Mae Phelps,
who was a fascinating tittle Jack
Horner, being the great attractions of
the play front a musk-al standpoint.
Miss Phelps is a clever actress and
her beautiful voice, rich, full and
vibrant, was heard with rare enjoy-
ment. Miss Phelps vows the prima
donna with the 'Prince of Pilsen'
when that play was given its first run
in New York. Her work is always
artistic and conscientious.
"The comedians and the chorus
were exceptionally good and the com-
pany in the aggregate is a strong one.
A clever feature in the way of girl
In the moon the light effects of which,
by the way, were the most natural
and beautiful ever given on this stage
was much admired and a horribly
realistic dragon who breathed fire
caused a real shudder every time he
made his writhing entrance.
"Clifford Baum, a former member
of the Cairo baseball team of the
Kitty league, appe'a'red in the chorus.
"'The Gingerbread Man' ranks as
one of the best of the many musical
comedies seen here and tbe large
audience was hearty in expressing its
appreciation."
"The Gingerbread Man" will be
given at The'Kentucky tonight.
•
1
Illinois' Claims Against the L C.
Springfield, 111., March 7.-In an-
ticipation of disturbances when bills
appropriating $160,000 for the Illi-
nois Central suit and the continuance
of the investigation are called upon
r
econd reading Gov. Deneen today
gave out a detailed IMMO at the find-
ings of accountants who have been
conducting an inquiry into the rail-
rod company's books. Details thus
given are not numerous, but they in-
dicate how the total claim of $5,-
315,000 is made up, fourteen differ-
ent items of loss to the state being
shown. Of these the chief loss ap-
pears to be sustained in investments
the Illinois Central has made, on
which, it is charged, it does not pay
compensation, the amount being stat-
ed as 32,000,000. A statement show-
ing the amounts due the state has
been Issued. It gives fourteen differ-
ent items, as follows:
Cairo bridge earnings...$ 400,000
Freight diverted by Forres-
ton 900,000
Mobile and Ohio trackage
at Calso  10,000
Advertising
Mobile and
Gertrude Eiang
_ The Gertoide Ewing company pre-
sented the -"Mansion of Aching
Hearts" at The Kentucky to a large
and appreciative audience who evi-
denced by their liberal applause and
laughter, their thorough appreciation
of the play and players. The piece
was well interpreted and adequately
staged and showed the company to
good ad,vantage. Miss Ewing was
good as usual as Emily Field and ad-
ded new friends to those she has al-
ready gained. Mr. Dean played a part
altogether different from the others
In which he has been seen, that of a
minister, The Rev. Owen Churchill,
and it must he said that from an ar-
tistic standpoint it was by far the
best thing Paducahans have had the
pleasure of seeing him do. Those de-
serving of special mention are J. G.
Stutzman as Lewis Holcomb, and
William N. Smith as Silas Fields. Mr.
Charles Colville as Michael Kerrigan
was funny as usual. The balance of
the company acquitted themselves
creditably. The specialties were all
good as usual. The company goes to
Mayfield tonight and returns Friday
for the balance of the week, present-
leg "The Smart Set" Friday.
Th. 11;rtort cearteeaa.
She-Whet! Marry son? Why, you
couldn't keep an ohl (et alive.
He - But, tiene you kuow I said t
should Matte on your neither not living
with us.-New York Worti.
.1
Doom of the Agee.
But the doom of the ages sits upon
Cadiz as upon Malaga and-i-Valencia
and Barcelona itself. Granada Is
quite dead. Toledo has been called
the Pompeii of Spain. There is no
stub force as public opinion anywhere
in the kingdom, and public opinion
to the health of the governmen4
what the winds of heaven are to the
health of man.---Henry Watterson's
Letter from Cattle
•
The Agent- "If you 'have this ma-
chine, sir, you went take anybody's
dust." •
Magnate- "Then I don't want it.
I'm out for everybody's dust." --
Cleveland Lender.
Algernon- "I have we.
solved to-aw.--. do something use-
ful In the 
world,. 
doncherknow.- Miss
DeStyle-. "Indeed!" Algernon -
"Yaws. I am-aw --learning to tie
mileage books 30,000
Ohio bridge
tolls at Cairo  30,000
C., M. and N.R.R. termi-
nals at Chicago  140,000
Income from sundry in-
vestments  2,000,000
Rental of property. Mich-
igan avenue, Chicago  5,000
Coal hauled for subsidiary
companies  150,000
Earnings from car mileage 400,000
Earnings from elevator ren
ta:s at Chicago  50,000
Earnings from elevator men
tals at Cairo  75,000
Rebates and drawbacks er-
roneously ch a rged
against earnings  u 325,000
Errors in divisions of
gross freight earnings  1.500,000
Total $5,315,000
RUH ProkIng Road's Bandage.
Further, le statement says:
"The passenger department still is
under investigation, as are other
matters, such as express earnings
"If the theory of the attorney gen-
eral as set forth in the bill filed, by
him in the supreme court is sustain-
ed by that court, it would of necessi-
ty, involve a restatement of all of the
gross receipts, income, and proceeds
of the charter lines during the peri-
od to be covered by the investigation.
"To reapportion the gross income
of the charter lines it will be neces-
sary to take each individual ship-
ment of freight, whether large or
grnal, that was carried in part over
the charter lines and reapportion the
earnings in accordance with web
rules as may be determined upon by
the supreme court.
"Pp to the present time $31,352.83
has been expended in the investiga-
tion, every cent of which has been
paid to accountants.
Further, with regard to the great
amount of work necessary to be
done the statement says:
"When it is considered that the
earnings of the Illinois Central rail-
road, from which the charter lines'
proportion is to be separated, aggre-
gate upwards of $50,000,000 a year,
some conception can be formed of the
great arneunt of detailed work nec-
essary for expert accountants to per-
form in arriving at the correct
amounts due the state under its con-
tract wah the Illinois Central rail-
road company. Literally tons and
tons of papers have been handled by
the state's accountants in arriving at
a basis for new percentages, and the
compiiaaion of- these percentages bas
involved over 40,000 distinct calcula-
tions by them."
Things do not prove themselves
sacred by segregating themselves)
from secular obncerns.
RIVER NEWS
4
R1V1111 STAGES.
Cairo 37.0
Chattanooga 11.2
Cincinnati 
Eva nevillo $1.2
Florence 13.6
Johnsonville
,Louisville a 110.1
Mt. Carmel  0.2
Nashville  3.6
Pittsburg  6.2
St. Louis 13.8
Mt. Vernon 26.0
Paducah 11.8
.0. 5
0.6
0.6
0.9
0.9
0.6
0.1
0.4
1.7
'‘).2
0.1
0.5
0.4
fall
fall
fall
rise
fail
fah
fall
rise
fall
fall
fall
flee
rise
Not in many months was the rtver
known to be as busy' as it was yester-
day afternoon as far OA local ship-
ments are concerned. 'Until 11
o'clock last night wagons were pour-
ing onto the wharfboat in a contin-
uous stream and the congestion at
times required- a, full exercise of tbe
abOrity to direct to keep things mov-
ing at the proper rate. The spring
wholesale business Is in full blast and
the southward bound packets are car-
rying away as much freight from Pa-
ducah as they bring in. The river
rose only .4 In the lest 24 hours,
bringing the stage up to 31.8. March
7 last year the stage was 23.3.
The Russell Lord leg theee barges
of ties in the Mississippi river yester-
day by striking a reef. The Russell
tord is in, the Reelfoot fake section
of the Mississippi river. As yet the
cause of the accident is not known,
hut as the barges were heavily loaded
the loss may be great.. Most of the
ties probably will be saved.
Preferring liberty at any cost,
cow jumped off the end of the wharf-
boat yesterday afternoon Into the
river while a number were being
loaded on the City of Memphis. A
skiff was procured and Some rousta-
bouts rowed out to the eow, tied a
rove to her horns and towed her
Into the shore. The env, couldn't kick
or hold bark and they had no trouble
bringing her in.
While the Memphis arrived late on
th:s trip from the Tennessee ever, the
principal reason for getting away 12
hours late was the big trip taken on
here for southern points. The Mem-
phis did not get sway until 6 o'clock
this morning for the Tennessee river.
Captain Hunter say,' the Dunbar
probably will he ready to leave to-
morrow for Nashville after several
weeks spept here for repairs to the
boilers.
The Harvester Is having a much
more protracted stay here than was
antlelpted. The tow 6? 38 barges Is hours.
still tied up at Turner's landing. The
liarrester wpf get &WS/ *Airmail'''.
The ever alert coal companies have
timed the crest ot the nrevent rime
and several big tows ate heet,ed this
the Grey Eagle got away for St. Louis
last night at 11 o'clock. Every time
winter is spent here by the Leyhe
fleet they go back to St. Louis in the
fittest trim.
The Cie of &Aline will arrive late
this afternoon or blight from the
Tenives,ee river bound tot' St. Louis
Buttorff arrived this morning
from Clarksville and found a big trip
fcr Nashville, leaving at noon for that.
what
The Georgia Lee will arrive Friday
afternoon from Memphis On the up
trip to Cincinnati.
The Juba S. Summers, a Cairo tow-
boat, will arrive tomorrow front that
port with two barges of iron for
Nashville. Capt. Bill Shaw will be at
the wheel.
Not until this morning did the
Mary Michael get away for the Mis-
sissippi river after logs.
The Kentucky will arrive tonight
or in the morning from the Tennessee
river,
The Joe Fowler brought in a good
trip from Evansville today and car-
ried away another good trip for ua-
river points.
Eight o'clock this morning on the
dot found the Dick Fowler headed for
Cairo and barring unusual businesse,
the same hone tonight will find the
Dick Fowler at the wharf again.
Pilots' Society ItooreastIzed.
A St. touts dispatch stas: "The
vote on the proposed dissolution of
the Pilots' Society. and the dropping
of one of its constituent organize-
titins was counted yesterday at the
rooms In the Panama building, with
the result that the Mtesiesippi and
Ohio River Pilots' Society will be
maintained and Harbor No. 38, of
Mantes, Mates and Pilots will be
dropped. The vote was 3e to 9. P.
S. Brown. secretary, will notify the
grand harbor at Washington. The
association retained is the original so-
ciety, of which the pilots are mem-
bers. They later became affiliated
with, the harbor, hut it was found
burdensome 40 maintain both organi-
zations, and the question of with-
drawing from one or the other was
Put to a vote.
()facial Voreeasts.
The Ohio from levansvNle to Cairo
will continue raying slowly during the
next 24 to 36 hours.
The Tenneseee from Florence to
below Johneonvifle, will fall during
the nevi 24 to 36 hours.
The Mississippi, from below St
Louis to above Ciro, willgelatintie ii
fall slowly during the next 24 to :lc
hours.
The Wabash, at • Mt. Carin441, n,)
material ohange during bbe next 21
"No, George, I cannot marry yeti."
"Then I start. for Siberia tomorrow."
"Always thoughtful! I haven't any
postcards at all from Siberia."
THritSDAY, MARCH 7.
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WI TRANSFER CO
Now located at
Olauber's Stable.
We are ready for all kinds of hauling. -
TELEPtiONF 499
I 
House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.
122-124 IN. Fourth Mt. Phones 7137
Foreman Bros. Novelty Co., 
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
ABRAM L. WEIL & CO.
Agents for
Travelers Insurance Co.
Biglice42 and Oldeeet-
Office Phones 369. Residence Phones 726
4rrapboll Building, Paducah, Ky.
Safe. will protect you, and if you are an
A Missouri graduate in law, eay s
a poatioian of that stets., wrote to a
prominent laving' sin...Achansas to
quire what ehaeoe there was in that
section for such a one as he described
himself to be. He said: "I am a Re-
publican in politics, and an honest
young lawyer."
honest lawyer, you will have no men-
petition."-Harper's Weekly.
"Fond Mother-- "Are you feeling
better now, darling?" Small boy -
"Yes, rank you, mummy. Nuffin' like
a bun for a headache. A big bun. Lit-
tle ones are no good."--- Punch.
The reply that came seemed to be
encouraging in Its interest: "If you Success is a fine disregard for dUll-
are a Republican, the game laws here culties.
ek. 
Keep Posted!
World's happenings, State, 'National and Foreign,
Markets, Sports, Etc. The following papers de-
livered each day. No extra charge for delivery.
The Courier-Journal Louisville Times
The Commercial-Appeal St. Louis Republic
The Reeord-Iferald Chicago Examiner
The Globe-Democrat Chicago Tribune
The Post-Inspateh Nashville American
The News-Scimitar Cincinnati Enquirer
The Star-Chronicle Chicago Daily News
JOHN WILHELM, Local Circulator
Register Office, 523 Broadway
TO LET
Several superior offices: on second and
third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices---
double offices especially adapted for dentists.
American-German National Bank
227 Broadway
41111•111111111111.. 
DO YOU
COOK WITH GAS
If not let us talk it over with
you. Telephone us and our
representative will call.
Old Phone 2481 New Phone 281
 Ube  
_Paducah Light 4 Power Co.
I 
1 
booking a perfectly new wog,
me own ilea"- Chicago Daily News, way from Pitteburg. One of two big
• tows of empties Is corning up from
The good we do is the beet antla P New Orleans,,
to the III we Ma
The emalliir chef ehling Is tbat IS
worrying a man thy' more "VMS Ste
vver IL,
4 Ises•seret04.)
.•••••
4
4
54
•
•
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An InVitation is Extended
to EVery Man and Young
Man in GoWn
To inspect our early arrival of clothes for the spring.
All of the season's new fashions, fads and shades are
being shown by the House of Weille. Call at your
earliest convenience. We'll show you the most com-
prehensive assortment of high class clothing ever!
shown here. Fashion's foremost features are perfectly
reflected in the cut and finish of every garment and if
you are interested as to "what's what" in men's wear,
you'll certainly derive great pleasure from your exami-
nation of our new offerings of Men's and Young Mea's
Garments at $7.50 to $45.00.
Special attention is directed to Our large and
superb collection of -
Smart Sack Suits at $15
in single and doublebireisted*-ciii; of advanced fashion,
artistically tailored at every point and made of rich
worsteds, cassimeres and cheviots, in handsome and
exclusive weaves.
• Broten's in Toten
First showing of exclusive patterns in the new shades
of brown---velour plaids, worsteds in herringbone,
checks, twills and diagonals.
Come, be our guest. It will be a pleasure to
show you the new apparel.
aFNT6L
AVAINS COMIELOVifn
409-413 BROAIMAY.
Strange Minnesota Lakes.
"There are 4140P"
chains of lakes In NOrthern "Mitteresto-
ta, among the headwaters of the Mis-
xissippl,•' said D. B. Stark of St.
Paul. "These are known respective-
ly as the Man Trap. Crow's King and
Fish Hook chats, and there are
about forty lakea in the three chains.
In some places they come so close
laze' hi-- that Ickes of all three
------
ahains will be within half a tulle of
each Nitill$01411111eilielliMe the widest
possible differenee -efrelt hem.
"The Man Trap chain is almost
fifty feet higher than either of the
two other chains, and the eleven
lakes which compreqe it have no inlet
or outlet to any other waters. Still
the lake is teeming with niuskallonge
and there are no other varieties of
fish ti are of the lake?. The waters
ISTAR LAUNDRY
We Use the King of All
Bosom Ironers.---Why?
First—Because it irons smoothly, not rough.
Secont —+he button holes or stud boles match.
Third—Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed perfectly
and without injury.
Fourth—It irons either stiffoor plaited bosoms like new, and
the "hump" so often seen is missing.
No other like it in West Kentucky. Satisfy yourself by
sending us your laundry.
Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.
..111:1111. 411W11111111.1111111111111111111111111011111111111111111111
"Tears of Widows Cleanse Money
Th6ugh II Be Ever So Tai nted
I.,--
New York, March 7.—General Wit-
11am •Bootb, commander of the Sal-
vation Army, arrived here today tin
the Muer isfeetteaeolee - - theawas met
at the pier by la delegation, from the
organizatlen and driven directly to
the headquartera in Fourteenth street
There has been some mystery about
he mission of Hoot* to-
America 'en -hie way to Japan, but the
my:eery was explaincd when he aia-
flounced that ne was anxious to set
Andiew Carnegie and John D. Rocke-
feller. He will not have his wish in
the latter cage, for the reason that
Mr. Roakefeller hes left his Lake-
wood home for Augusta. Ga., on ac-
count of the illnces of his daughter,
Mrs. MeCorm ick,
"My megaton ln ?Nee York is to
raise from $1,0080,00,0 to 15,It4aten0101-
said Generat-Etooth. "I am seeking
to get this :arge fund for the purpose
of establishing alma will in- the end
be called• 'the University of Human-
ity.' I would take tainted money, as
you call it from John D. Rockefeller
or anybody 44"
To Save Men From Crime.
This proposed humanitarian insti-
tution Is to have headquarters here
and in London. It will be for the
permanent uplifting of humanity. let
mission will be the saving of men
everywhere from vice, crime and all
the other evils attendant upon 1Xiv-
erty.
"I would like to se. Mr. Carnegie."
said the general.' "I think his phil-
anthropy, generous as it ts, la not al-
ways Awed quite in the right diteas
"Would you accept money from
-Mr. Rockefeller?" General Batten With
asked, "or do you look upon his
money as tainted?"
"Why, of course I. would take it if
it 'came my way," he replied. "It
Will be just as good as anybody else's
money so ater as r can PC-4?. Sortie
years ago I met th-he Marquis of
Queensberry, who ntade the prize
ring rules, and he gave me
Then we had prayer together. He
itkla just lost -his wife, as I had mine,
and we had a common bond of sym-
pathy. Some people SAW this and
came .to me and said: 'Are you
acing to take that dirty money or
that Margals of Queensberry?' 'Cer-
tainly I .ante I said, and- they de-
nounced me right Away.
To Cleanse It With ,Tears.
"1 would bake -anything and I
would wash it In the tears of the
Wdews and orphans, I would lay it
on the altar of benevolent effort for
the good of the cause,
'I never have seen Mr. Carnegie.
I never have appeoaehed him in any
way. I Sivou 171 have thought that aid
work of 'the Salvation Army would
have commended. itself to Mr. Car-
negie, But Mr. Carnegie says: 'I
cannot spend my money on people
who are down. I will help those eta
went to get up.'
"I hold that the time to help a
man is when he is going down. You
would be surprised at the beautiful
ref,ple who are down."
FIFTY-NINTH CONGRESS.
NEWS OF KENTUCKY
Name May Be Leettirti Sous,
Mayfield, Ky., March 7.—It is now
believed that the identity of the man
who was burned in the Parker board-
ing house, may be learned in the
next few days.
Relatives and other parties will be
here in the next three days. with the
hope of learning if the dead man is
one of their missing relatives. The
investigation has been going on for
several days and all Information so
far obtained poiets almost conclusive-
ly to the person whom it is leought
was missing. It is g.aid the man came
from Padurah 'on the Sunday after-
noon prevfoite to- the fire and has
never been seen or heard from since.
Chief McNutt says he will have
something to givefeut in the next few
days that will probably clear up the
myetery regarding the name of the
man anysay.
the fish are unusually game.,
"The other two chains teem with
game fish, but in no instance lees a
muskallonge ever been cauget In
either. Pickerel are so plentiful that
thek drive the base away from all
bait and It is almost impossible to
elect base, although there are some
fine ones in both chains. There has
never been a satisfactory explada-
tion of the presence of muskallonge
only in one chain, and every other
game fish common to the -region In
other lakes without the muskies."—I
Milwaukee Sentinel.
Thought It Was a Male.
Lloyd Grieoom, Use new =Aram-
dor to Italy, tell, of a beeebtan game
he new In Brazil. An Enellahman
was ceteher for les nine anal did fa4r-
y teed until a new pitcher was pet
in, the twirler sent in ,a hot one. Thp
Englishman failed to hold the ball,
which hit him on the note -and knoek-
ed him senseless. When he recovered
he asked feebly:
"What wes it?"
The umpire suisivered:
"It was a foul."
"0 fowl!" groaned the poor catch-
er, mistaking the, word. "I thought
It *al a Mule."
•
Thompkina struts around awfullyIlately." "Great Scott. why shouldn't 'Never Judge a maa by the
he? He owns a henSiery and doesn't pony •be keeps; lt sin be big
bays to hey. end," , folk,: .
• - ' I
Claims to Be ('hrist.
man,
some 30 years of age, who says he is
the Christ, and that he hails from-
New York city, was arrested at Glas-
gow Junction yesterday and brought
to this place for trial. He says his
rem° is Lavern Emery Lounesberry,
end that he is on his way to New
'Mexico. Shortly after alighting from
the train be went to the home of
Mrs. Joe Wilson. Mrs. Wilson saw the
stratige man approaching, and when
he came to the door he began- to
blow a trumpet, which cotIld be
heard quite a distance. This frighten-
ed Mrs. Wilson. and she went to the
te'ephone and called for the marshal.!.
When arrested he was armed with a
rtfle, a revolver, butcher knife and a
sword and earr!ed In his hand a
long rod and a trumpet. He was
ibrought to this place and tried on alunacy writ and pleaded his own
ease. Re said he was a graduate of
,Harvard college, that he was the
Christ, also that he was en route to
are clear and cold at al; seasons, and New Mexico with
those people.
Glasgow, Ky., March 7.--A
a message Itr
SPEAT 4:10,04)0 OVER, $3.04).
After having been dragged through
the cottrts for sixty years, the law-,
times of Andrew Camp against Wil-
liam Zimm amen was finally decided
In court here klay. The litigants
were :eadiing farmers in the upper
end of Lehigh county and the dispute
was over a strip of land worth about
15, It is 1.800 feet long .,and in
width from 4'to 23 feet.
The suit was over the ownership
of the Sand and the *tie-item began
when Zimmermann cut down a chest-
nut tree on the property. The men
and their families although neigh-
bors have not spoken to each other
for over half a century. The case
bag been in the supreme court at least.
three timea, nad no less than$311,-
000 has been spent in lawyer's fees
and other costs in the litigation.
Since the last suit was brought
Zinimerman has died, as also have
hislawyer John Rupp and the princi-
pal. witness, Peter Ennkle. The wid-
ow foeght the rasa toe, flnish'but to-
day she lost, the jury deciding that
the. property belongs to Camp. When
the suits Involving, the lineation of.
darnagea we're tried the verdict nere'r
exceeded $'11 N. T. World.
corn-
wife's
of the Important Mills It
Enacted.
Washington, March 7.—Important
acts passed by the Fifty-Ninth C00.•
gress :
The raeway rate law.
Leek canal at Panama; supplies to
be domestic.
Oklahoma (including Indian Ter-
ritory) admitted to the union.
Pure food law.
Meat inspection.
Alcohol, for use In arts, freed of
tax.
Consular. service reorganized on
merit basis.
Quarantine against yellow fever
nationalized.
National bank liabilities limited to
30 per cent, of capit
Alaska: Delegate
prohibited fishing.
Taxation of pure
wines reduced.
Affairs of the five
tribes finally settled.
Niagara Falls and
ties preserved.
Graves or Confederate soldiers
marked.
Santo Domingo, Morocco. Mexican
boundary- and American pecuniary
claims arbitration treaties approved.
Immigration law revised.
Expatriation law, defining citizen-
ship and status of Americans married
to foreigners.
Genera: service pension law, em-
bracing all soldiers! 62 years of age.
National banks and corporations
prohibited from contributing to po-
litical campaign funds.
Salary Increases: Fifty per cent, to
vice president, Speaker, congressmen
and cubinet members: all salaries of
ministers abroad formerly* $7,500
raised to $10,000: postal clerks and
carriers Ingreased.
Railway employes' working hours
limited.
Army: Artillery reorganized and
enlarged: field batteries combined
In six regiments, and coast batteries
constituted a corps; nearly $100,-
000,000 appropriated for waterways
improvement.
Navy: Two 20.000 ton battleships,
Iwo destroyers, 411,000,000 for ebb-
marines.
Dille introdtteed: House, 25,910:
senate, 14,655.
al.
lillowed; aliens
domestic sweet
civilized Indian
historic antique
/imitator Halley.
Salt! Senator Halley in h:s recent
remarkable outburst before the Texas
legislature:
"I have letters from other etates
saying that if Texas was tired of me
I could come among them and, they
would send mt. to the senate."
It is toe had that Mr. Hadley did
not Teethe these states. Probably he
left theni nameless so as not to offend
the suereptibilities of Democratic eol-
leagues :rt the senate now bolding on
ad Interim. Texas ought to feel the t
lmplisd rebuke and strain herself to
4:9 Proper honor to a statesman PO
widely honored in sister common-
wealths.---New York Telhune.
Poet-- "What do you think of this
little poem of mine. She Would Not
Smile?"' Editor— "I atink if you
had read tbe.poem to her she igould
have sMiled."-- Thineatlantie Tales
from he RI%
Most detectives knit their brow-
whi.ts trying to unravel a mystery.
' dug hoe tirt;s day—and tilt
wateb flog Ii/so hill eight.
•
Makes the finest, light-
est,be st flavored biscuit,
hot - breads cake and
pastry. Renders the
food more digestible
and wholesome.
ABSOLUTELY PURL
ROYAL am( ING POW0Ei 00, NEW YORK.
Capt. John Smith.
Capt. john Smith of Willoughby,
In Llneoinshiy., was the manta whom
the attecees-ef the Li`ngtreft perifilhent
settlement, in North America was di-
rectly due. Though .only Ine when
the expedition sailed with him on
beard, he had already enjoyed such
a succession of thrilling 'experiences
as was the lot of few men even in
the adventurous age of Elizabeth.
At the age of 16 he had entered on
a military,, career in France 'and the i
low countries. In 1603 he sought!
service against the Turks who were'
then at the height of their power, and
had only lately ceased to threa!en
Vienna itself. On the way to the
gest he was thrown overboard as. a
Huguenot, and Wil 4̀ rescued by a pi-
rate, from whom his Inexhaustible
rescourcefulnes.: enabled him to es-
DIM;  atter _a _time.. -14e theft.enterert
the Austrian service and soon signal-
ized himself by a series of brilliant
expioits. One of these—the defeat
of three Turkish championships in
single fight—earned him his well-
known coat-of-arms, "three Turks'
heads in a shield " from Sigismond,
Bathoti Prince of Trasylvania. !Ater
he was taken prisoner by the Turks.
who owned his escape to the interest
wit,i which he inspired a Turkish
lady. "Whatever might happen," as
Gardiner says, -he was a:ways able
to turn it to account. In the worst
dangers he knew what was the right
thing to be done."--London Out:ook.
WHAT Do jI YOU TtlINK OF THIS?
Aiother Big Factory Shipment of Guitars That Go at Unheard of Low Prices.
No, 1—Best Guitar shown for the price, only ____$ 1. 1 5
No. 2—Guitar, well made, good tone, extra value._ $ 1.90
No 3:—Guitar, two piece back, better than No. 2.......$2.35
No. 4:—Guitar, celluloid edge, two piece back, fine tone, fine
finish, regular 1:1 50 guitar for $2.65
No. 9—Sofia oak guitar, la&e3' size, very fine tone, guaran-
teed in every way, worth 15, for.,,,  ___:-. $3.95
Other numbers from $4.45 to $15
Money back if our guitars don't suit you.
D. E. WILSON, The Book and Music Man
At Harbour's Department Store.
Don't Forget We Save You Money on Your
EASTER SUIT
Ready Made or Made to Order, Either Way.
_
We are ready for EAster. Are you?
The most elegant line of beautiful
designs both in cut and pattern
ever shown anywhere, and
the prices from $230 to $5.00
under Broadway houses.
FOR EITHER MAN OR BOY
We are prepared to give them an
Easter. outfit fit for a king and at
prices the lightest purse won:t
.grumhle at.
FANCY SAMPLE VESTS
Have just reeeived another lot of those fine fancy Sample
Vesta in a great variety of colors sod patterns, which we
will sell at HALF PRICE, and even less than half price.
Prices range from 11 to $2.50. Worth from /2 00 to $5.
C—I--{E MODEL
113 8rnath Ftos,rmid street.
Paducah's Cheap Cash Store. Agents for the Sir Knight Ul Wizard Sloes,
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TRIO DAILY SUN
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CIRCULATION_ STATEMENT. -
February, 1907.
1....--..4036 - 3829
2 3813 16 3874
4 '3830 18 3813
.5 3861 19' 3805
3851 2111 3830
.........3871 21 3869
.2885 .... • 3915
11 
3 22. —3439
..........38 e5 3855
9 
12 385,5 e6 3836
13. .3844 27 392e
14 .........2871) 38 3894
Average for Februery, 1907.. ,  3859
Average for February. 1906...  3757
Increase  102
Personally appeared before me,
this Merril 1, 1907, E. J. Paxton, gen-
eral manager of The Sun, who af-
firms that theeabove 'statement of
the circulatiod 9f The Sun for the
month of Feb. 1907, is true to the
beet of his knowledge and belief.
PETER PURYEA.R,
Notary Public.
My commission expires January
22, 1908.
ANNOUNCEMENTS.
For Mayor.
The Sun Is authorized to announce
Charles Reed as a candidate for
mayor, subject to any action of the
Democratic tarter
The Sun is authorized to announce
Thomas B. Harrison as a candidate
for mayor subject to the action of the
Democratic primary May 2, 1907.
For City Assessor.
The Sun is authorized to announce
the candidacy of Stewart Dick for the
office of city assessor, subject to the
action of the Democratic party_
For Pity Treasurer.
The Sun is authorized to announce
.1. W. McKnight as a candidate for
the office of Cite Treasurer subject
to the action of the Democratic party.
Daily Thought.
Sow helpfulness and you real) bah-
RULES OF EVIDENCE.
Ever, when we speak of wisdom,
One thoughts turn to the picture of
the learned judge in a tribunal orini-
/Lice. When we speak of the perfec-
tion of reasoning, we have considera-
tion of those rules of procedure teat
govern the practice of the court, and
particularly those which have to do
with.. the submiasion of evidence,
going to the credibility of witnesses,
the eompoteney of testimony, its rele-
vancy and weight. But sometimes
the logical mind of the lay member of
society receieet a shot* that brings
justice into ridicule and the courts
into contempt. Yesterday morning
in the police court two policemen
with satisfied countenances stood
aside while a saloon keeper, whom
they had arrested on the charge of
violating the Sunday closing law, end
four witnesses, whom they had caught
standing at the teur drinking, proceed-
ed to explain the compromising situa-
tion in which they' were found. The
policemen, mind you, did not see any
morrey- in sight, but the men each
had a bottle of beer, and ths bar-
tereer was busying himself behind
the bar, while they drank. The four
men and the harteedde testified that
the trarteecke had declined to either
give the men a drink or sell it to
them. But he went out and they
ogee seized a bottle from a cooler
from which they saw ,the bartender
extract one for his own use, and be-
gan drinking. The bartender then re-
turned anti stood behind the bar
vobile they drank the stolen liquor.
U nese the ci re I met a n ces Judge
Cross teed there was no evidence that'
the sellecei -keeper was violating the
Sunday dieing law.
We hrul•srippossed that circumstan-
tial evidence is considered by a court,
and that a cone has the right Of any
reasonable man to draw the usual and
natural coneltesions from the circum-
*stances. Also we orupposed that when
a man testifies, stating alleged facts
in his own Interest, which are con-
to the• most plausible deduction
from the circumeences surrounding
tiss; imetter under investigation, the
coral Bait some right to draw obvious
eeirdbasiona from _..that.., But nut '90
'-wittf' The title,' of evidence in the
court. It istiem. that otter] m at -
•' aka. evklonce is of so little weight
the/ stli regaired, to ov4intbroar it la
an nipmeatb71 that exPloiall math*.,
The Deadly Parallel.
I
Reversal of form sometimes upsets a newspaper and a newspaperman, just as it does any other thing or being workel to the limit of en-durance. Reversal of policy even sometimes is necessary, though seldom,and a'ways to. be deplored. But reversal of facts never occurs, and when anewspaper makes contradictory statements, which Register othing butthe whims of an individual, only drawing the "deadly parallel" will suf-fice to do justice to the case. 1.• • •
All this introduction is "concerning of and pertaining to" the dec-laration of a member of the school board, who was also a member of thehoard when Superintendent Lieb was elected the night of March 6, 1906,that the secretary, or the president or Superintendent Lieb, or somebodymust have tampered with the contract, making it read for twelve months,beginning September 1, instead of August 1, as he end the other mem-bers of the board believed. He insisted that the error was made whenthe contract was signed after the night on which the board elected Su-perintendent Lieb.
The same member vows be will make Superintendent Usti withdrawAugust 1 and that he will install Superintendent „Lieb's successor on thesame day. Unfortunately for the plans of this trustee, who confessedly didnot know for ten months after the contract was entered into what itsterms were, there are newspaper files to contradict every word he has ut-tered on the subject.
Every newspaper in Paducah on March 7, 1906, the day after theboard elected Superintendent Lieb, and before the contract was signed,published the fact that his term was for one year, beginning September1. The trustee, either was as careless in his reading as be has been abouthis duties as trustee, or else he did not think it worth the trouble at thetime to deny the allegations of the newspapers that he had voted withthe other trustees to elect Superintendent Lieb for one year, beginningSeptember 1.
Now for the deadly parallel. We have heard a great deal from a cer-tain sheet concerning the deplorable condition Into which SuperintendentLieb has plunged the Paducah schools. Now, let us publish side by sideaccounts written by the same report-er, in his own individual style, of thetwo meetings--one, on March 6,-1966, vrIten Superintendent Lieb waselected, and the other on March 5, 1907, when his successor was elected:
March 7, 1906.
Last evening at the meeting of
the board of education in the Wash-
ington building on West Broadway,
Superintendent C. M. Liege of the-city
schools, was re-elected to his posi-
tion by a unanimous vote, he having
no opposition.
THE CHOICE SHOWED THIS
BOARD HELD FAST THE CONFI-
DENCE THE PRECEDING TRUS-
TEES HAVE HAD IN THE ABLE
SUPERINTENDENT 'SINCE HE LO-
CATED IN THIS CITY SEVERAL
YEARS AGO. IN SELECTING HIM
THE TRUSTEES EXPRESSED
GREAT SATISFACTION AT - HIS
SUPERIOR SERVICES, WHICH
HAVE BUILT THE EDUCATIONAL
INSTITUTIONS OF THIS CITY UP
TO A HIGH STANDARD, AND
PLACED THEM ON A PAR WITH
THE SCHOOLS OF CITIES MANY
TIMES LARGER THAN PADUCAH.
MR. LIEB'S -gERVICES WERE
GOTTEN, AS HE HAS PROVEN
SUCH AN EXCELLENT SUPERVI-
SOR OF THE SCHOOLS, AND
EVINCED IN MANY MANNERS
March 6, 1907,
Professor John A. Carnagey, of
Noblesville, Ind., was last night dur-
ing the trustees meeting named su-
perintendent of the Paducah public
schools for A PERIOD OF TWELVE
MONTHS, COMMENCING AUGUST
FIRST.
THE TRUSTEES BELIEVE THEY
HAVE IN HIM THE RIGHT MAN TO
BRING THE SCHOOLS OUT OF THE
CHAOTIC CONDITION I N T 0
WHICH THEY HAVE BEEN PLUN-
GED FOR THE PAST TWO OR
THREE YEARS, MUCH TO THE
DISSATISFACTION_ OF_THE COM—
MUNITY AT LARGE, AND ESPE-
CIALLY THE PATRONS,
SUCH PROGRESSIVENESS AND
ADVANCED IDEAS THAT HE HAS
BEEN DECIDED UPON FOR AN-
OTHER TERM LONG BEFORE
HIS TENURE EXPIRED FOR THE
SUCCEEDING SESSION,
'TERM FOR WHICH HE IS NOW
CHOSEN IS TWELVE MONTHS,
COMMENCING THE FIRST OF
NEXT SEPTEMBER.
NON-PARTISAN SCHOOL LEAGUE.
That ptolitice should not be injected into the government of theschools, everyWdy agrees. But politics is not always a struggle betweenDemocrats and Republicans. Sometimes it is a factional matter In thecamp of one party, sometimes it is a_factional scramble for the plums, be-tween coteries, made up of heterogeneous alliances of politicians ,of oppo-site faiths. In whatever guise it presents Itself, politics is ruinous to pub-lic school systems. Paducah is as unfortunate in this regard as any cityone can think of. Members of the present board, only one of whom re-ceives a salary, went out after votes, worked and spent their time, to beelected, with no other platform, than that they would see that Paducah-ane got the places in the schools, which they openly treat as they wouldwould any other political job. The point of view of the trustees is wrong.Iti.s not for the puipose of securing jobs for their friends, that they areelected, but to look- after the schools, their interests solelyfor whlch the people of this city pay taxes. It is not the interests of appli-cants for positions in the schools they are expected to look after, but theInterests of the children of this city. Fathers and mothers should Con-sider this attitude, and Insist on getting men in the board who pledge themselves to consider the children first, last and _ell the time. That is themeaning of the non-partisan movement.
Of course, it may be terribly wicked for the boys and girls to skateon the sidewalks: but they do indefinitely less harm with their rollerskates than they do with toy cartridge pistols. Five deaths is the toil wepaid for the privilege of allowing the sale of the pistols in Paducah dur-ing the holidays. If the dealers in roller skates would form a lobby asstrong as the toy pistol lobby, they might frighten the general council in-to smothering the ordinance in the committee.
Ellett county is Ideal ground for the trial of famous criminal cases.It hd•it neither telegraph lines nor railroads.
e LONDON WAKES UP.
Municipal ownership, that organized humbug so alluring to ill-bal-anced minds, propagated by charlatans, and thriving on the deception ofvoters, was repudiated by the people of London in the election held onSatui,fay. , The new London county council will contain a majority ofmembers opposed to further ventures in Socialism—for the policy pursu-ed by the present council which its members intended indefinitely to ex-tend Is Socialism, and nothing else. In the stirring campaign madeagainst them the eyes of the voters were opened to the delusions of mu-nicipal ownership, they were brought to a realizing sense of it. extrava-gant cote and inefficiency, and they decided to call a halt.The English people, like the American people, have been a littleslow in detecting the swindle. The agitators have fooled them there ashere with incomplete and lying statistics of "profit" and the beautifulworking of the Glasgow system hasbeen exploited for a great deal morethan its "worth." The development of public service industries has beenchecled and deadened, not helped, by the policy of municipal ownership,and as Mr. John S. Hodgson pointed out in a letter contributed to'ourcolumns yesterday, false systems of accounting have deceived the peopleof cities who have been persteided to eng..ge in municipal trading. It IsIdle to talk of "profits" when debts incurred for gas works show a con-tinual increase, when municipal tramways are wearing out a third set ofrails with the bonds Issued to pay for the first set Hell unredeemed, andwhen the too-called operating surplus turned into the city treasury is farbrew the per capha average paid in the form of franchise and other taxesby private corporations doing similar service.
A multitude of municipal ownership experiments have come to griefwithin the last two or three years. A gorel many cities are exceedinglyanxious to sell plants that are running them all the time deeper in debt,lea find no eager buyers. In the whole field of theory and practice Social-ism le undergoing destructive exposures. Teachers bf Socihlisni and writ-`ere of Socialist books inaist converts are all the time being made bythousand's and that the cause Is making great headway. That may betrue, teit the doctrine* that are making headway are not theft having todo with municipal asaameship. of With any ether feasonable or helf-reason-able policy. The Socialistic prase-stn* which win* rtmvert* now Is the per-fectly frank advocacy of redistribution—of takieg away violently ot oth-erwiseethe possemions of those who have got on In the world to beetowthem epos the lees capable and LorinstrIons. Give everybody eVerything isnots,. tile . vital doctrine of Saciallop.—New York Timex.
Circuit Court.
Ide 'Lewis sues through ter attor-
ney, Hat Coreett, for alsaolute divorce
from her eusband, Walter Lewis. and
asks for the custody of their daugh-
ter. She alleges abandonment. They
were married in 18,9 and separated
in 1905.
Pollee,Coure
Exactly one minute was required
to open, clear and close the police
court docket this morning. Roy PIll
was presented for trespassing Into
the girls' side of the pkayground of
the McKinley building. The first
question ascertained his age as being
15 y:ears, and Judge Cross transferred
the ceee to the juvenile court. Judge
Lightfoot will hear the case SaarlaY
morning.- — -
In Bankruptcy.
Final distribution to creditors of
the bankrupt estate of DrYfu88 &
Bro. was made yesterday by Arthur
Martin, trustee. The dividend aggre-
gated $2000.
Big Damage Suit.
McArthur B4•06., contractors. of
Chicago, have brought suit for $187,-
206 against She Ikinois Central rail-
road for damages and alleged de-
ferred payments for work done. The
McArthur Bros. secured the contract
for building the Illinois Central from
Paducah to East Oro for $514,462,
and claim they 'wire prevented from
finishing the work until ten months
after the date stipulated in the con-
tract, because the railroad had failed
to secure the right of way. At the
conclusion of the contract the rail-
road, it is alleged, paid the firm
$478,1,57. A bonus of $7,32e was
offered if the firm would finish the
work - 12Y 'Barlow.- City ..iiir voa certain
time, and a bonus of $6,780 if the
contractors ehou:d finish the road
from there to Cairo in a given time.
The contractor's claim they were pre-
vented from earning these bonuses by
the company. They also Include in
their bill money alleged to have been
paid out to secure a right of way.
damages and the, expense of. main-
taining their camps and equipment,
while waiting for the railroad to se-
cure the right of way.
Deedi Filed
J. B. Miles deeds to Sarah L. Miles
property on South :Fieh street, $1,&50
William Milliken to Mrs. V. A. Car-
roll, property on the north side of
Adams street near Eighth street, $le
2,00.
W. A. °umbra to J. E.Davie.prop-
erty in the county on Newton's creek,
$700.
A. S. Mitchell to G. T. Moss, Moe-
erty on the Paducah and Mayfield
road, 15054
W. C. O'Brean to C. A. Voight,
property in O'Bryan's addition, $120.
Wish Adnenistratrix Removed.
Following 'her dismissal against the
protest of her lawyers of the $26/01)(1
damage suit instituted bY her against
the Illinois Central railroad for the
death of her husband. James Scott,
Taylor & Lucas, her attorneye, have
appealed to the county court to re-
move 'Mrs. Anna B. Scott as adminiss
tratrix of the estate of James Scott on
the alleged ground teat she is not
serving to the best interest of the es-
tate. Jmes Scott was a switchman
and fell from a moving car.
was too "sick to go to the court house.
Jedee Berry will retara t might
from Benton, where he has been act•
ing for Judge Reed.
Judge Bagby and several Paducah
lawyers went to Smithland this mom-
ing on the packet to hear seine eanit-
eu potty cases.
The suit fried by Hendrick, Miller
& Marble against the Illinois Cent:al
railroad for MeArthur Bros. cenentny
will be tried in the April term of cir-
cuit court. An imposing arroy or
legal talent is expected to be prasee
to represent the railroad aaJ Hen-
drick, Maier & Marble will be aseet-
ed by counsel for the plaintiff from
Chicago.
McArthur Bros. figured prominent-
ly in the Panama canal bids.
HARD TLMES COMING.
B. H. Harriman Warns People Against
Excesses.
Washington, March 7.—E. H.
Harriman, the railroad magnate, who
has been in Washington since last
Friday, said:
"I think teat the currency and
tariff questions should be settled in
a more definite way before congress
and the present administration de-
vote so much precious time to regu-
lating the railroads. The interests of
the country demand that there should
be some modification of the tariff,
but since we have no McKinley. or
Dingleye I fear that the prospects for
such legislation is not very encourag-
ing. The United States will not al-
ways enjoy the prosperity that has
prevailed during the last decade.
Hard times will certainly come again
unless congress and the people gen-
eral:y change their tactics toward the
railroads and corporate interests."
WOMAN HARM GRAFT;
DETECTIVE IS OUSTED.
St, Louie, March .7.—Detective
'Thomas Mahon, one of the seven city
detectives suspended on graft charges
was found guilty by the police board
this afternoon of accepting a present
from Gussie Glover, a woman with a
police record, and was dismissed from
the force.
The star witeeseeie today's sefleion
was May Harrington, once a notori-
ous shoplifter and thief, who had
been driven out of the city by the po-
lice, and in -revenge exposed the
methods of the police department dur-
ing the recent exposition, declaring
that she often paid for protection.
besides assertinf that she had paid for
protection, she Held she had pursued
her "calling" under instructions from
'Lee Killian, now dead. and "George'
Williams, his slayer, both of whom
were on the city detective force.
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAI IEvery dose makes you feel better. Lax-Poskeeps rOur whole insides right. Sold on themoney-back plan everywhere Price to tuts.
Advertisement for Proposals.
Paducah, Ky., March 7, 1907.
• Sealed proposals will be received
at this building until 2 o'clock p. m.,
March 19, 1907. for furnishing fuel,
lights, water, ice, miscellaneous sup-
plies, washing towels, hauling ashes,
and sprinkling streets for this build-
ing during the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1908, or such portion of the
year as may be deemed advisable.
The right to reject any and all bids
is reserved by the treasury depart-
ment.
I% M. FISHER, Custodian.
Cumberland (1hUrch.
The Rev. J. TT. Barbee, of Owens-
boro, will finish he work here in be-Court Notes.
half of the Cumberland Presbyterian
Judge Lightfoot was to have hell a
church this evening at the First Ches
session of court this morning, but
tian °burets. Great interest :has been
manifested n the chute& since Mr.
Bartee's arrival in the city and as
this will close his work here for ale
present, all the members are urged to
be present at 7:34) o'clock.
Vslillim.gleaRIA.41061188.41
See the
Little Man's Hat
Window
At the New Store
The New Store is making a
magnificent display of Spring
Hats for the Little Man—ex-
clusive ideas, fresh from the
great Fashion centers—and
we are very anxious for the
mothers to see them. Our
east window contains a very
representative showing of
these new things. By all
means
See the East Window.
I
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i —Yes; you've "got something towilvertiee"—if you are average sort ofhuman being!
'What Osteopathy Will Do.
I
There are but few people who have
not heard of Osteopathy, also ofsome of its achievements. But therelare far too many who have accredit-
ed it with being good for only those
conditions from which they havebeen cured, or which have come wi-
lder their observation. Not ineretyttent-i ly there is mutual surprise when onewho was cured of rheumatism meets
l another who has been cured of asth-ma or constipation. This is a homely,
hut very true illustration.
Personally, I have cured chroniccases of constipation, rheumatism,
asthma, nervousness, neuralgia atle
headaches for people whom youknow well, anti the value of the Os-
teopathic treatment Is but coming
generally known In Paducah, as It
should be.
i I Should like to talk silk you at
any time about your parr_eular case,
and know I Can cite You to some of
yore, fidllipls who Nstil attest to what
the treatment has done for them ILI
similar diseases. Come to my office,
516 Broadway, or phone 1407 any
time from 9 to 12 or 2 to 5 p, m.
DR. G. B. FROAOMi
CHEAP
LOW PRICED
SMALL HOMES
Near city, fertile, high, dry land, in best neighborhood;
Have just platted into lots of about five acres each the 240 acre
(Williams) tract, joining the Pines lands on west. Bounded
next to city by Perkins Creek and Pines lands between,
Buckner Lane Road and Hinkleville Gravel Road. Has 4138
feet frontage on Buckner Lane Road, said road just
graveled in front of this :tied. Has 757 feet front on
Hinkleville Gravel Road, and plat gives 40 feet cross roads
through the tract, so that each and every lot fronts either on
these gravel roads or these newly opened roads. Most of the
lots front at each end on these roads. No nicer land in Mc-
Cracken county. The 20 acres front on Hinkleville road has
nice grove of forest trees on it and lays so as to make ideal
residence sites.
Price on the Hinkleville road front is $100.00 per acre, of
which $10 acre cash and balance in monthly or quarterly pay-
ments running the years. All other lots $65 acre on same
-terms. While these prices are uniform, there is difference in
desirability of lots and first customers get choice., Come
and see plat and list men who have taken dozen lots before I
could get the parcels staked off. For home or investment lots
you lose opportunity if you fail to take this. On one lot is new
5-room house which la priced at $800 additional to cost of
12ana at. $65 acre..„
W. M. JANES
Trueheart Building
Old Phone 997-r
s&IMMEE11111111111116. 
STORK MAT ''EMBARItASS
If Queen of Spain Gives Birth to
Twins It Will Raise Legal Issues.
Paris, March 7.— The Eclair
prints a delicately interesting dis-
patch from Madrid saying court cir-
cles are agitated by reports that ,the
indications are the queen probably
will present twins to the world.
Should this happen it would raise
most Interesting legal, medical, and
political questions, besides being
unique in royal history. This would
be particularly the case should the
twins be boys ce if they should be
KING girls. and they should be tile only
children of the king and queen.
The Eclair says such troubles as
there, of the CarlIst times are hardly
likely to happen, but disputes would
be almost certain, because notwith-
standing the present Spanish law de-
clares‘the first born of twins is the
Older, and, therefore, has a right, to
the succession, the old Spanish order
reversed this and modern medical
opinion, says the Eclair, supports the
older law, declaring the older child
in the case of twins is the last to be
born.
Subscribe for The Sun.
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE
Real Estate Agency.
FREE REAL, ESTATE PRICE LIST
Fraternity Building. Both Phones 835
l'here's Only One Way to Get
Rich and That'3 by Saving.
If you resolve to save a certain portion,. however
small, of the money yOtk earn, deposit it each month
or oftener in our Bank at 4 per cent interest, you'll
be pleased and surprised to find how quickly you will
accumulate a substantial sum. We will loan you a
Home Ravings Bank to help you save. $1.00 will
open you account with us. Start today, We invite
small accounts.
Mechanics and
Farmers Savings Bank •
210 Broadway
4.
4
•
4
••
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1 yirst ohowing of'few 6kirts for Jpringhis Week
.Wacks or yancies $10 to $20
Suck, Vo.
geadqato-Wear Separtment
Jecond Yloor
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-For Di. Pendiey ring 416.
-For Copeland's stable phone 100
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath 400es
Broadway, Phone 196.
-Drink Belvedere the master
brew.
-Uprigh pianos from $150 to
$200, to reduce our stock of slightly
used pianos we make these offers. W.
T. Miller & Bro., 518 Broadway.
-Sparks from an engine set the
Ozark bridge on tire and destroyed it
on the Carbondale divielen of the MI-
nois Central yesterday, throwing the
schedules temporarily into confusion
-Wedding invitations, announce-
ments and every character of en-
graved werk is given careful, per-
genet attention at The Sun.
-Sextet, the sign writer, all
kinds of sign and advertising writing,
fine painting of every character, in-
side work and carriage painting and
repairing. Phone 401
-Fine carnations at 50e per dozen
at Brunsons, 52.9 Broadway.
-Globe Wernicite flung oases and
all supplies for them, also the best
line of carbons. A full line of blank
• books and all kinds of office supplies.
Telephone orders promptly filled. Old
phone 436. R. D. Clements & Co.
--Ail bids for furnishing gravel for
use in repairing streets were rejected
by the hoard of public works yester-
day afternoon. us the price./ varied.
little from that paid by the load when
needed.
-You know your calling cards
are correct when they come from The
Sun. Script cards and plate $1.50 a
hundred, the Old Enielleh $3.
-We desire to announce to the
pubffc that the temporary abandorai
mect, by the Traction company, of
their owl car service will not effect
our prices to and from depot. We
will continue to serve all who may
favor us With their patronage, at the
prevailing day rate. Palmer Transfer
• II Co.
• -Belvedere peer is a home pro-
duct. Remember that.
-Central Labor union will meet
tonight in regular session but no un-
usual business is in sight Dow.
-If you haven't time to go home
for dinner try ihith itehea d ' 25c din-
ner, 215 Broadway.
--City subscribers. to the Daily
Sun who wish the delivery of their
papers stopped must notify our col-
lectors or make their requests di-
rect to Tn. Sun office. No attention
will be pail to such orders when
given to our earnests. Sun Pub. Co.
-Drink Belvedere the Padua']
beer.
-The banquet to be given by the
citizens of Paducah to the officers
and directors of the Palmer Hotel
company will he held at 8 o'clock
Monday evening, March 11.
-Place your orders for wedding
• Invitations at home. The Sun shows
as great an assortment as you find
anywhere at prices much lower than
you pay elsewhere.
-The Ladies' Mite eociety a the
First Baptist church will meet Fricley
afteencrn with Mrs. A. J. Wyatt, 319
North Sixth *7,4:
An Automohle for WOO.
• We have a 10-horse power Ford au-
tomobile that is complete in every re-
spect, with absolutely no repairs nee-
• emery that Is a bargain for someone
for a5'G0 cash. Call or telephone in
for particulare. Foreman Bros..
North Fourth street.
Madison Street Lots.
Between 13th and 14th streets,
North Side. Shade trees; $40e each;
$40 c.ash,
Whittemore Real Estate Agehey,
iamternity Building. Both phones 826.
Two Acrem $1,000.
On OUntoe road between-21st end
22nd streets,. Big bargain. Half
earth.
WIVittemore Real Rotate Agency,
Fraternity Building, Both phones 836.
Miel.coddle.- Any adult male citi-
zen whom chest doesn't measure
44 1-2 inches.
DEATHS OF A DAY
Crouch Infant.
William Arnold Crouch, the infant
son of Mr. Obid Crguoh, died. this
morning at the father's residence,
144 Farley street. The funeral took
place this afternoon at tI o'clock with
burial in Oak Grove cemetery.
Wjfti Boyd.
Willie Boyd, the 17-year-old son of
Mr. W. T. Boyd, of 2147 Bridge
street, died last night of pneumonia.
The funeral services will be held to-
morrow and the burial will be in
Mt. Zion cemetery in the county.
ELECTIONS IN CUBA.
Smaller Offices In Cities and Prov-
inces to Be Filled.
Washington, March 7.- Munici-
pal and provincial elections probably
will be held in Cuba within a fee
morkths for the purpose of testing the
new election law and discovering the
exact temper of the republic before
trying a national election. This 'has
not been decided upon positively4ut
is being considered In adminietration
circles, and a decision doubtless will
be announced shortly after Secreta-
ry Taft's trip to Cuba.
The contest for municipal and pro-
vincial offices is causing much of the
friction in Cuba, and the satiefactOrY
disposition of these places through an
honest election would relieve much
of the pressure, in the opinion of the
American employes entrusted with
Cuban affairs, and make it possible
to approach a national election with
greater security.
LARGE AUDIENCES.
Beekman's Glass. Blowers Are At-
tracting Great Crowds.
Beckman's Glass Blowers had large
crowds yesterday afternoon and even-
ing. Everyone is delighted with this
artistic and educational exhibition.
The ladles admire the beautiful glass
dresses while the men find a study in
the workings of the glass steam en-
gine.
Every visitor received a. specimen
of their work free, many of whioh
were handsome.
Saturday will be their last day ane
no one should miss seeing this exhi-
bition, as it is certainly a meritorious
one. Th's doors are opals from 2 until
5 and from 7 to 9:30. The admission
la but ten cents. They are located
opposite the Reimer house,
Saturday- afternoon three hundred
glass whips will be given to the chli-
dren.
PEOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS
WOW AVM
Church Musical Friday Evening,
The following program 'will be
rendered at the musical to be given
Friday evening at 8 o'clock at the
lecture room of the Broadway Meth-
odist church under the auspices of 
of the Woodville vicinity. The
the Trimble street, Third street and 
,bride is a popular and attractive
school teacher of that section and theBroadway Methodist Home Mission.
societies: bridegroom is a prosperous farmer.
Orchestra.
Solo, (SePtected)- Mr. Wyman.
Cornet duet- Roy Bonds, Bertrand
Brown.
Male quartette, The Bridge-Hagen
Qnartette.
Piano solo--Vera Smith.
Solo, Because I Love You, Deane-
Miss Puryear.
Orchestra. _
Chorus-The Miller.-
Recitation-Mr. Desberger.
Piano duet-Zoe Farnsley, Stewart
Bonds.
Duet, "The Lord Is My Shepherd"-
Mary Fields, Frank Woolridge.
Cornet solo-Roy Bonds, with or-
chestral accompaniment.
Male quartette, Jemimy- Hagen
Quartette.
Piano duet-Vera Smith, Minnie
Tipton.
Chorus-Jerusalem. •
Pantomime, Rock of Ages- Zoe
Farnsley.
Orchestra.
Informal Afternoon.
Mm: I. Young was greatly surpris-
ed yesterday afternoon by a number
of friends at her 'home on Jefferson
street at 2:30 o'clock. Euchre was
the feature of pleasure. Mrs. R. En-
deress captured the first prize and
Mrs. William Hummel the second, a
delightful three-course luncheon was
served after the game. The color
scheme was attractively carried out
with the spring jonquils. Those pres-
ent were: Mrs. E. W. Bockmon, Mrs.
J. Friant, Mrs. J. W. Sherrill, Mrs.
R. Encitess, Mrs. F. Efinger,Miss Pau-
line Roth, Mrs. William Hummel,
Mrs. Georgie Beyer, Mrs. G. Jacobs,
Mrs. Will Katter,john Mrs. John
Rock, Mrs. William Merkle, Mrs. I.
Young.
Missionary Tea Friday Afternoon.
The Missionary Tea of the Wom-
an's Auxiliary of Grace Episcopal
church for March will be held tomor-
row afternoon at 3 o'clock at the par-
ish house. Mrs. M. B. Nash is the
hosted% of the afternoon. The pro-
ram Is:
Paper on "Carey, the Pioneer"-Mrs.
Joseph Gardner.
Paper on "Pundita Mission"- Mrs.
Hal Corbett.
Report on "Progress of the King-
dom"-Mrs. R. A. Rieke._
Hymn.
Kaloeophie Club.
The Kalosophic club will meet to-
morrow morning at 10 o'clock with
Mies Kathleen Whitefield at Kentuc-
ky avenue and Seventh street. The
program will consist of "Current Top-
ics" discussed by Mrs. David Flour-
noy. "Sardou, Life, Dramatic Art and
Plays" by Miss Frances Wallace.
"The Power and Force of Rostand's
Dramatic Work- L'Aiglon"- Miss
Kathleen Whitefield.
Concert For Jamaican Missions.
The C. W. B. M. of the First Chris-
tian church met yesterday afternoon
with Mrs. Frank L. Scott, of North
Ninth street. It was decided to give
a concert one evening next week in
the lecture room of the First Chris-
Han church, for the benefit of the
Jamaican sufferers. The C. W. B. M.
has missionary representation in Ja-
maica with 21 churches, many of
"Wireless Telegraphy."
Thus coy coquette sh• does not frieig
tithe gets her message there, you bet!
So you may do, if you would woo
The public patronage to you.
Instead et wireless use the phone,
Send in a WANT AD. all your teen-
Thee men who reap haw, often sown.
Woman's Club.
The Woman's club meets this af-
ternoon at the parish house of Grace
Episcopal church. The business meet-
ing was held" from 2 to 3 o'clock.
The open meeting from 3 to 4:30
o'clock is In charge of the Art de-
partment of the Club of which Miss
Anna Webb  Lathe chairman. A de-
lightful program has been arranged.
illustrated with stereopticon pictures.
Crescendo Club.
The Crescendo club will have its
regular meeting this afternoon at
4:15 o'clock at the studio of Miss
Virginias Newell, at "The Inn," on
North Seventh street.
Marriage of Interest Here.
The Daily Kentucky New Era of
Hopkinsville says:
"Dr. J. A. Goodson, a prominent
young physician of Dixon, Ky., and
Miss Latta Rookh Rascoe, a lovely
Trigg county belle, were married to-
day at 'high noon at the home of the
bride's father, M. Rascoe at Roaring
Spring, in Trigg county. The wedding
was a quiet affair, being witnessed
only by the invited guests. The cere-
mony was impressively pronounced
by Rev. G. F. Goodson, brother of the
groom. After the ceremony Dr. and
Mrs. Gciodson started for this city,
where they will take the 5:18 train
for an extended southern bridal
tour."
Miss Rascoe is a cousin of Miss Ma-
bel McNichols, of 1112 Monroe
street and has visited her on eeveral
occasions. She is an attractive young
lady and made many friends here.
Mrs. H. T. Brown, who was operat-
ed on yesterday for appendicitis, at
the Riverside hospital, is resting
comfortably today and all conditions
are most favorable for her.
Mrs. James W. Magner, of 1249
Trimble street, accompanied by her
grandson, has gone to Oellierstelle to
visit.
•
Dr. Henry H. Daley as called to
Boaz yesterday on professional burl-
MOS.
Misses -Edna G-ockel, Lizzie and
Mary Kirchhoff have gone to Srnitih-
Isnd.
Colonel WIY.Iam ,Katterjohn re-
turned to his quarries this morning.
Colonel Bud Dale and wife spent
yesterday with Mr, and Mrs. Green
Bennett at Maxon Mills.
William Rieke returned, last
night from New York, where he
bought goods for his ,firm, L. B.
Ogilvie & Company.
Mr. Harry Watson, of Mt. Vernon,
Ind.., has returned home, after visit-
ing his Paducah manager, Mr. Victor
Thomas.
Mr. Gus Thompson returned yes-
terday from St. Louis.
MT. Joe lbethsehild returned from
St. Louis yesterday.
Mrs. Lloyd Baker is vis:ting here
from Mayfield.
J. G. Neuffer, assistant superin-
tentleat of machinery for the Illinois
Central ralltoad, is in the city today
on an inspection trip at the local
shops. He came from Chicago this
morning and will remain here today.
'Mrs. J. N. Cooley and children and
Mre. Kate Eley, of Mayfield, spent
yesterday afternoon In the city.
Charles ,Key, Leon Evans, Tom Mc-
Nutt and Will Foster. of Mayfield.
were in Paducah yesterday.
Mrs. Bettie Cargill, of MaYlleld, is
visiting in the city.
Oscar Hank came in from Mayfield
yesterday attend the tobacco tales.
Ls A. Albritton, of this city, was In
Mayfield yesterday.
Mrs. Artie Taylor is visiting her
mother, Mee Jessie Morris, in Viole.
Mrs. Will Stewart be. returned
hems from a visit to
L. Milner, of Fulton.
Mrs, N. E. Cochran, of Louisville.
left today for ,her home after visiting
her eon, Mr. W. E. Cochratt, of North
Ninth et reet .
Mrs. Mollie Dagby, of 1722 Harri-
son street, loft today for Benton to
visit.
MT. Arthur Knowles left at noon
or Keene& to spend a couple of
days,
Hiss Ethel Brooks left at noon for
rndianapolle to visit Mfrs Florence
Sehraesier. Miss Anita Wood, of
Wichita. Kan., will be the guest of ri
Miss fah r Resler, also, and they witli
accomparer 'Miss Brooks borne for a
visit,
Mr. Vaughan Scott will arra
train the south tomorrow to spend
few days with his parents, Mn. an
Mrs. Frank I.. Scott of North New 
claritatjE33011155
irreertiffir
street. Mr. Stott travel* tor the Tee,.
Establlehed
 age 
which suffered greatly
earthquake.
!tom the HITM/MEL BROS. CLOSE
UNIQUE INSURANCe; CONT1tA(T.
Woodville Couple Married Yesterday.
Miss Lamle E. Knott and Mr. Er-
nest C. Ftansdell were married yes-
terday afternooq at 3 o'clock by the
Hummel Brothers, the Insurance
agents, have closed an unique insur-
ance contrast With the Dixie Knitting
Mille, whereby all .sobligations forRev. Calvin Thompson of the First damage from fire are aseumed by theBaptist church at his home on Mad- companies which they represent forisoir street. a period of ten years. Hummel Brea.They are well known young people will have installed in the knitting
plant an automatic sprinkler system,
so arranged that whenever a certain
temperature is reached in any part of
the plant the pipe will melt, flooding
the building with water and putting
out any kind of fire.
The policy is for $100,000, one of
the largest in force In the city, and
the long period for which it runs
makes the contract an unusual one.
Hummel Bros. state that the saving
in premiums will pay for the sprink-
ler equipment in a few years.
A BOOK OF POEMS
61 Which a Colored Man of This City
Is the Author,
A neat little book of poems by C.
W. Merriweather, celored, of tit]
city, has just been issued. The title,
"Lights and Shadows," is suggestive,
dealing with the life and sentiments
of the colored people. The volume
contains sixty poems, many of which
are beautifully descriptive of nature
and life on the farm. The cover is of
a fawu color and the price 50c,
Card of Thanks.
We desire to expPess our heartfelt
thanks to our friends for their many
acts of kindness and favors rendered
us during the, illness and death of
our baby.
MR. AND MRS. WASH FEEZOR,
136 Clements Street.
_ Weakaeso.
Mrs. Pat-"They do be say in' that
at the weddiai' the wine flowed like
wather."
Pat--"Glory be! Who th' divil
had wathered it "----learper's Weekly.
Since 1s40 1,300,000 acres of
Irish land have gone out of cultiva-
tion.
Culture is whiat Volonsen boasts
treeut having when tithe recognize.]
that she isn't beautiful.
FUR Sail
down Tu hART'S
a great Big pile
uv sTuff
Fur 10 cents
Hart haint got
no rume tu tel u
here. So kum down
and C 4 Ure self
0E0. O. HART & SONS CO
WANT ADS.
1-41-ri-r.r4e4
EAT at Whitehead's restaurant.
MITCHELL.S for high-grade bicy-
cles, 326-328 South Third street.
FOR SALE-Household goods, 110
North Seventh street. Phone 287.
Horse and buggy for sale. Apply
333 Broadway.
BABY- BUGGY for elite: 'in nod
condition. Apply 528 South Fourth.
WANTED-Lace curtains to wash
or rough dried washing. No. 720
Washington street. Emma Bainbridge
FOR RENT-One alee front room,
furnished; 722 Kentucky ave. Old
phone 2207.
FOR SALE-Four room house, lot
40x165 feet, on South Fourth near
Tennessee street. Liberal terms. S.
A. Hill, telephone 964.
FOR SALE--South Side, 11 blocks
from Broadway,. good neighborhood,
five rooms, pantry, two porches, out-
houses, lot 50x132 with alley, $1,-
Cal: Hollins, telephone 12,7,
Trueheart building.
FOR SALE-aortn side, ten blocks
from Broadway, five-room house,
stable, buggy house, etc., shade trees,
brick walks around house, $1,500.
H. C. Hollins. Real Estate and Rent-
als, Trueheart Bldg. Telephone 127.
FOR SALE-- Fine sailing yacht,
white cedar, copper fastenings, with
cabin furniture. Cost $760, Will sell
for $125. You will have to hurry If
you want bargain. Can be seen in
Island Creek. See Capt. Hendricks,
her father, R
berg Steel eompanv with a sou, n
territory.
WE GIVE YOU LOTS OF
To chemise from. It isn't like a
shoe which jiiet has to fit. A
hat must look right, too. We
have nigh on to forty new blocks
In soft bats and stiff hate Hats
that ought to be $Si Q0 as long as
any hat sells at $5 00. Not-
withstanding. the. LUDLOW
1Ifer la always '3.00.
FOR KENT-House on Tenth
street near Jones, J. R. McClain,
NICE ROOM and board, 726 Jef-
ferson. Old phone 1205.
FOR Heating and Stovewood ring
437 F. Levin.
HOUSEHOLD goods for sale. Ap-
ply k 3G Harrison.
FOR SALE-Nice harness horse.
Apply 11720 Madison. •
FOR SALE-Barred Plymouth
FOR RENT Newly furnished
room. Modern conveniences, 520
North Sixth Street.
SEND your clothes to the Fault-
}ass Pressing club, 3024 Broadway.
High & Browder, proprietors. Bets
phones 1507.
- POSITION WANTED- By young
man age 23. Have 'had experience in
all kinds of clerical work. Can fur-
nish best of reference. Address M,
care Sun.
FOR SALE-Two-rooru house near
Salem avenue, on lot 40x120 to alley;
out-houses, etc. H. C. Hollins, True-
heart Bldg. Telephone 121. •
WILLIAMS' furniture exchange
have moved from 538 South Third
to 201", South Third and would be
pleased to have their friends and cus-
tomers call at their new place.
rock eggs, $1 per 15. Phone 14441. FOR SAuses--Brick store-house,CLO'l RIOS cleaned and repaired. two stories, good condition, desirablyJas. Duffy, Phone 968-a.
OVEF.STREET, the painter. New
phone 1025, old phone 976.
- $20.00 folding baby buggy for sale
cheap. 1/1314 Jefferson street.
FOR SALE--Ladies western side-
saddle, in good orde.r, cheap. Apply
at Kettler house 321 S. Third street.
FOR RENT-Third floor over
Frank Just's barber shop, 117 N. 4th
St. Apply F. M. Fisher, Post Office.
WANTED-$3,000 on real estate
In Paducah. Address L. A. B., P. 0.
Box, 673, City.
FOR RENT--Ten-room frame res-
idence, Jefferson street, $35 per
month. H. C. Hollins, telephone 127.
LOST-Gilt chain purse. Reward
if returned to Pearl Blum, 815 Jef-
ferson.
FOR SALE-Six young white leg-
horn-and three Plymouth Rock roos-
ters. Ring 653 in the morning.
ONE nice front room furnished for
rent, Bath and all modern conveni-
ences. Affply- 918 Broadway._
I FOR RENT- Two nice front
I
rooms furnished or unfurnished, 605
South Third street. Telephone 2086.
FOR SALE,- Incubator, capacity
100 eggs. Georg. Skelton, 817 South
Fifth. Old phone 2281.
FOR SALE-Fine Waghburn man
Iloilo, or will exohange for bicycle.
1 Dr. M. Steinfield.
FOR SA.1.6--Acre property lust
,beyond city limits, affording excellent
Investment at $300 per acre. H, C.
Hollins, Real Estate, Telephone 121.
WANTED-TO rent small dwell-
ing or flat. Address L. W. Henneber-
ger at The House of Quality, 422
Broad way.
FOR SALE--Fixon addition, iota
from $1,50 to $225.S.e. 56x193. H.
C. Hoillue, Real Eradiate and Rentals.
Truebeart Bldg. Telephone 127. •
troot room.
furnished or until-method. with or
without board. Apply 622 ,Jefferson,
Old phone 2827.
FOR WE',Nit-j--Two brick store
houses, Eleventh and Broadway, one
two-story brick business bottles,
Phirteenth and Clay. Paducah Brew-
ing company,
tiAtaii:::"Wille.ve a erartne
list of desirable Tema estate end ean
furnish whet ion want. If you do
not find what you want In cnir adver-
located, $3,750, on long time. H. C.
Hollins, Trueheart Bldg. Telephone
127.
FOR SALE-Small truck farm of
about two acres. Fair improvements.
Four miles from Brookport, IlL
Good location for a doctor. Address
W. G. Barrett, Box 104, R. F. D. No.
3, Metropolis. Ill.
FOR SALE-Excellent warehouse
property on N. C. tracks 165 feet and
fronting 100 feet on street, including
11 room house with outbuildings an(
one frame businees house, $2,650. H.
C. Holthis, Real Estate and Rentals.
Telephone 12'7.
FOR SALE-223 acre farm six
miles from Paducah on the Cairc
grave: road. Bargain if sold at once.
Terms to suit purchaaer. Plenty of
fruit. Well improved. Address Gec
J. Jones, R. F. D. No. 2, Paducat,
Ky.
FOR SALE--Feour-room cottage
on lot 50x1O5 to 16 foot alley, in-
cluding stable. Situated Harrlsot
street, $1,200. H. C. Hollins, Rea.
Estate and Rentals, Trueheart Bldg
Telephone 127.
WANTED-We have a buyer for a
farm of about 50 acres within five or
six miles of Paducah. all telephone
127 or come to our (Aloe. H. C. Hol-
lins, Trueheart Bldg.
FOR BALE----North Side reeldeneu
of eight rooms, bath, sewerage. Ex-
cellent location nor boarding -house.
Lot 50x173, $3.000. on convenient
PaYmente H. c, Hollins, Real Es-
tate and Rentals, Trueheart Bldg.
Telephone 127.
ISOR BA LE--Fou oom house,
having pantry, 2 porches; lot 240x
211. Situated short distance from
end of Trimble street car line, $1,250.
Terms $200 emit, balance monthly.
H, C. Hollins, Real Estate and Rent-
als. Trueheart Bldg.
FOR SAUD-South Side, conven-
ient to I. C shops. good neighborhood
three-room house with pantry, large
and eomfortable rooms, nicely furn-
ished, substantially bitilt and in good
condition. Fine fruit- in back yard,
21.400. H. C. Hollins. Real Estate
and Rentals, Trttekaaet Tito
pnone ill, •
WANTED-For V. S. Army: Able-
bodied unmarried men tetvreen ages
of 18 and 36: citizens of Unite*
States, of good character and tom,
perate habits, who can speak, readUsed offer*, call telephone 127. We and write English. For informationhave It. M. C Hollins, Trueheart apply to recruiting officer, New Rio&Bldg., Real East. and Rentals. inland Home. Paducah, K.7.
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•CATARRU A UNIVERSAL11 BLOOD DISEASECatarrh is usually *rilein Wiiiter, because of the cold, damp andsoeldenly changing chinatetr "'Cottle areedntracted, and neglected and as theaetretions from the different inflamed membranes are absorbed into the bloodthe unpleasant symotoms of the disease commence. The nostrils arestorfed up and a constant dropping of mucous back into the throat keepsup a continual hawking and spitting. The patient has dull headaches,ringing noises in the ears, and often slight fever and a depressed, half:sickfeeling aeeotupanies the disease. The blood becomes so fuUy charged withcatarrhal matter that stomach troubles are brought on. the kidneys andbladder are affected, and if the blood is not purified of the poison the lungsbecome diseased because of the constant passage of impure blood throughthem. Catarrh cannot be cured with washes, sprays, inhalations and suchtreatment; these cannot reach the poison-laden blood where the real cause islocated, and can only give temporary reliefand comfort. A disease which affects theentire blood supply as does Catarrh, mustbe treated with a blood purifier. S. S. S.is the best remedy for Catarrh, which hasgrown to be a universal disease. It goes tothe bottom of the trouble, rids the blood ofthe catarrhal matter, reinvigorates the cir-culation, and cures this disgusting disease permanently. Wben S. S. S. haspurified the blood every part of the system receives a supply of fresh,healthy blood; then the inflamed membranes heal and every symptom ofCatarrh passes away. Write for our book containing information aboutCatarrh, and ask for any medical advice, you desire. No charge is made foreither. um SWIFT SPEcinc CO., ATLANTA, GA.
PURELY VEGETABLE
defection of other organs.
Symptoms. If you have bitter or
bad taste in the morning, poor or vari-
able appetite,coated tongue, foul breath,
constipated or irregular bowels, feel
weak, easily tired, despondent, frequent
headache*, pain or distress in "small of constipation, general debility, oi con-back," gnawing or distressed feeling in valescence from protracted fevers, instomach, perhaps nausea, bitter or sour prostrating night-sweata. It is an we"risings" mu throat after eating, and portant reniedy in disorders of the woe/b."kindred symptoms of weak stomach (This agent, Golden Seal root, is anand torpid liver, or biliousnese, no important ingredient of Dr. Piercesmedicine will relieve you more promptly Favorite Prescription for woman's weak-or core you more permanently than nesses, as well as of the "Golden Med-Dr. Pierce's Golden efedical Discovery. ical Discovery.") Dr. Ellingwood con-Perhaps only apart trf the above symp- ti 'mem, "in all catarrhal conditions ittoms will be present at one time and is useful."yet point to torpid liver, or biliousness Much more, did apace permit, conldand weak stomach. Avoid all hot bread be quoted frone prominent authoritiesand biscnies, griddle cakes and other as to the wonderful curative prOpertiesIndigestible food and take the "Golden possessed by Golden Seal root.Medical Diseery" regularly and stuck We Want to assure the reader thatto its ass until you are vigorous andstrong.
Of Golden Seal root, which its one of
the prominent ingredients of "Golden
Medical Diseove • " Dr. Roberts Barth-
olow, of Jefferson Medical College, says: prominent and important ingrediet ' is"Very useful as a stomachic (stomach) Golden Seal root. This agent ise how-tonic and in atonic dyspepeia. Cures ever, strongly reinforced, and its cura-gastric (stomach) catarrh and head- ; tive action
greatly enhanced by theaches accompanying same." addition, in just the right proportionDr. Grover Coe, of New York, says:"Ilydrastia (Golden Seal root) exercises
an especial influence over mucous sure
faces. Upon the liver it acts with equal
certainty ar.d efficacy. As a cholagogue
(liver invigorator) it has few equals."
Dr. Coe elm advises it fur affectiona of
the spleen and other abdominal viscera
generally, nd for scrofulous and 'land.our diseases, eel aneous ern
digestion, debility,
constipation, also in
peculiar to women,
deranrmente
chronic mmat
whirl
iiioet
einna
in-
ea,
eral affections
in all chronic
liver, also for
n 'of bladder, for
ir "it is one of the
iabie aget of cure "
Jelin King, M D , late of ein-
e( the AukittrAN DuereeeeTORY, gives it a prominent place
among medicinal agent*, reiterates all
the foregoing writers have said about
it, as does also Prof. John M. Scudder,
M. D., Iste of Cincinnati. Dr. Scudder
says: "It mtimulatee the digestive pro-
'ceases and inereases the assimilation of
food. By these means the blood is co-
wheel. • * • • the efinaequent improve-
ment on the glandular and nervous to-i-
tem. are natural results.'" Or, Smuttier
further @aye "in relation to ita general to tho itvo*. Bo Mo. N . Y- , genie time as the early plait anJ I
HERE'S DE WALL,
THE BOER PATRIOT
Eyes of Owensboro Gladdened
By Sight of Him
How He Whipped British on the Kop•
joss and Emptied Loving Cup
at Paducah lintiquiet.
PftteLIFIC IMMIGRANT FAMILIES
Owensboro, Ky., March e.—A
nephew of the beloved Oom Paul
Kruger, the late and lamented preen
dent of the Transvaal ,republic, was
in Owensboro this morning for a
brief time. Dr. DeWall Is the name
of the young Boer patriot, and he is
sojourning in the United StAtes for.7.14,0ee..eeee.Ieee.:,:e.e. wood, daughter of the oldest menu- t4se purpose cif delivering a series offacturer of firearms in Boston. For •eateres, lee was in Owensbora onlya number of years Mrs. Park was a
Gossip About Women. 
a few minutes, an did not gel off ofprominent member of the Florists' the le, H. & St. Louis train, whichGun club of Philadelphia. 
Was carrying him from Enanaville to
Louisville. • A reporter talked to Dr.
DeWaR, and during the few minutes
of their interview, found that the
Boer traveler iamessed an amazing chh rodnafech ecso nasrt 1 juaat llowna.v 
felt 
had ifrrecqi uendt point of the day. Other stocks whichfund of knowledge and a rare inte:.- worn out. I heard .oaf Cooper's New had teeen 'moving feveriehly duringiect. He talked mostly of his coun- Discovery and began its use. After ;be day needy al: of them with pro-I had finished one bottle I was won- flounced downward tendency, beganderfully improved. Constipation
to follow Reading toward the tole.
gaie way to a pleasing regularity 
of
the bowels and I ate better, nivio, In the next flfteeen minutes Readingbetter and felt better than I had for declined to 122.months, It Is the greatest medicine
I have evre known." Samuel Booren,1742 Munsey Ave., Scranton, Pa.
THE GARDEN OF LIFE.
Man has four ages,
As you here will see;
his happy childhood
Gets the cbristmaa tree.
Past that blissful season,
Older .greiwn to 'be
Then from Eve's fair daughters
Gets the apple tree.
When for bread and butter
All his children yell,
He most with a hustle
Shake the plum tree well.
Last, when lean and slippered,
All his pleasures flee,
lie has grave suspicions
Of a lemon tree.
. New -York Times.
Floorwelken—A person who is
try and present condition. Whlle he
may 1w es1ly understood, there :s yet
a slight fault in his speech.,
Ootn Paul's be:oved net:hew was In
Phdueali a while and was written up
extensively by a loco! newspaper. He
had Same Immigration enthusiasts(
beautifully strung about 340 families
of 12 members each, which he could
bring here from Mexico simp.y
speaking the word. He also attended
the spread at the Palmer house and
drank copious draughts from a. loving
At the office of a .bankIng dirni
which has frequently participated
Mr. Harriman's operations it was saidOur customers who have used that nothing was known there ofthem say the Cooper medicines do Reading purchaies for Mr. Harriman,the work. We sell them, 
land that it watt not believed he wasW. R. M•PHERSON.
The Bishop and the Tramp.
The experiences of Bishop Talbot,
long the "Cowboy Bishop," but now
responsible for the rise in the stock.
Know Nothing About It.
Philadeephia. March 7.--At the
cup. He seemed to like the laughing Bishop of Cent:al Pennsylvania, have office of the Philadelphia & Illading
1
 
water on :hat Occasion and smiled been many and varied, and
TALKS Il L. T.
. 0ONST1.yarion
I can tell a person who is consti-pated on sight. Their complexion Is
Pasty or few-
GOBBLES READING
IF RUMOR IS TRUE
low. Thete 
/eyes-are dull, Harriman Declines to Denyaro', they look
and feel sleepy Wall Street Gossip
No wonder
they do. The
bowels are a
sewer. They Story Serves. to Send Up Stock of Rini-
carry away road, Although No One isthe poisonous Authoriti:'refuse. IfSAStUEL BOOREN they don't act
the poisonous matter is absorbed bythe body, and headaches, bad com-plexion and eventually serioustroubles result.
There is no better rule for goodhealth than that the bowels shoulamove every day at the same hour Ifpossible. Regularity can be acquired fled report that heavy hclainge ofby making a habit of this. Foolish Reading and New Jersey Centralpeople neglect this and when chronic stock had passed under Harriman
constipation effects them they take
pills every few days to force thebowels to perform their natural func-tion. As years go on they requiremore and more pills. This should
be stopped. Cooper's New Discovery or fleece which changed hands,will build up the stomaca and cause  repre-the bowels to act naturally. While seated the H. C. Frick interest Intaking the medicine get the habit cut these two companiee. The itory couldregularity, then gradually stop tak- hot be verified, but despite this theMg the medicine.
'control, which pained wide circula-
tion today, resulted in a sharp up-
ward turn in Reading this afternoon.
According to the report, the big block
Here is a sample of letters fromthose who have tried It:
For sixteen years T have sufferedfrom stomach and 'Iver trouble, and
of Queen s root, Stone root, BlackCherryhark, Bloodroot, Mandrake rootand chemically pure glycerine. All ofthese are happily and harmoniouslyblended into a most perfect phar-maceutical compound, now favorablyknown throughout most of the civilizedcountries of the world. Bear in mindthat h nd everehagesfre
into t e  iscoyery men, endorser/win' or ITP inelKeimen or our rand, she e31-61 cacti attic 
tit ezo-vr in —Elie highest tennis 
t other molicineepui up for sir.thrqugh drenguifie can khow any eucflprofeerriorod endorsement" —tor dys-pepsia, liver troubles, all chronic catar-rhal affections of whatever name ornature, lingering coughs, bronchial,throat and lung affections, the "Dis-covery" can be relied upon as •a sover-eign remedy.
!thoroughly. 'bull do not water again
until the son begins to be a trifle dry,
then only water lightly and not of-
tener than once a week. This method
Is Indorsed by leading seedsmen.
The mud of early (wing often de-
(acct.( bulbs unless' pldced In solid
arms as In our city squares. For the
home garden where they are to re-
main and spread from rear to year It
'White moss pinks blossom at the
card or letter , for the same, d
plainly written. — white Wilts and Make a roodZsitireirre ant; 61;hoiycjoinn "'feel nr King Brookg
effect upon die system, there is mrdi- areediving the writer's full oat-office ad-
001119101***Oanananealgiannteliewe'aleentlede.
Norway, Me., is full of energetic
business and professional woman. For
eighteen years the Universalist church
has had tile same pastor. the_ Rex
Caroline C. Angell. The !emulation
of the village is about 1,50. includ-
ing an editor, an insurance agent, a
bank cashier, an undertaker, a pho-
tographer a Justice of the Peace
and a physician all of whom are
women.
Dr. Anita Neweenth McGee, of
Eta:timer* is the only woman who is
a member of the Untied ,States Span-
ish War Veterans, baying held a
lieutenant's commission as head of
the corps of army nurses during that
war. Dr. McGee went to Japan at the
bead of a corps of nurses and render-
ed such valuable service to the wound
ed that she has recently bad te reedei
neetirerred upon her --to-Y the Japanese
Red Crose Soelety. The money felt
making the medal presented to the
Baltimore woman was given by the
Empress of Japan.
At a recent amateur criampionship
shooting conteet at Travers Island, N.
Y., Mrs. William K. Park finished
fifth in a big field. She outclassed*
most of the men, as she has frequent-
ly done in other tournaments, and
sustained the reputation as a crack
shot which she won for herself when
a 'mere girl. She was Miss Kirk-
HIS BROKERS KNOW NOTHING
New York, March 7.—An unveri-
euotat:ons of Reading were marked
steadily upword as the rumor spread,
reaching 125 at 11: 310 o'eloek, a clear
gain of nearly 11, pointe from the low
his book. In this city it "me-stated that The offi-
simpin like a chiel, as he brnethed the fecently published, "My People of cials had heard of the rumor, but
not sufficiently acquainted with the drippings from his breast and set the the Plains." gives a fascinastore to be permitted to take any cup down with a slam of satisfactlon lure of life in the earlier damore active part in its operation than on the board. The Immigrants who great West.to tell you where he thinks you were awaiting his beck and call were
'
Miners, cowboys—all bywant to go. It is said that after
years of practice some floorwalkers
become so proficient that eney can
guess correctly three times out of
five.
ting plc- knew nothing about the passage ofys of the the company to Harrima ncontrol.
A high official said the transfered him, books do not show -such a change in
Boer refugees.„. Now, maybe, Louis- iand they still tell a host of stories ownerett eepee o, ,vine will get those f1.0 families of 12 about him. .
members each, but we will go broke Once while Mill 134shop of Wyom-
Harriman is Mum.
on it that ha won't get to drink out ing and Idaho, he went to St. Paulof a nice big :riving cup to Louisville. to attend a meeting of dignitaries of Washington, March 7.—When theThe lust seen of him here he prom- the church. There, one noon, on the 
report from New York to the effect"Say old man, how do you like me iaed a committee of live Boers wouldin my new dress suit?" "Fine. No, be here the next day.If you only had a little dignity you'd
took like a head waiter."
LAZY LIVER
May be only a tired liver, or a starved liver. it would be a stupid as
well as savage thing to beat a weary or starved man because he lagged
in .bis work. So in treating the lagging, torpid liver it is a greatmistake to lash it with strong drastic drugs. A torpid liver is but anindication of an ill-nourished, enfeebled body whose organs are wearywith over-work.' Start with the stomach and allied organs of digestionand nutrition. Put them in working order and see how quickly your
liver will become active. Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery has'made many marvelous cures of "liver complaint,'' or torpid liver,
Plants and Flowers.
porch of the hotel, a tramp approaca-
ed a group of Bishops and asked for
aid. 
•
"No,;" one 'Of the churchmen .1,,e_ alloWn to him. Mr. Harriman, throughplied, "I don't think we can do any- his secretary, that he he not Inter-
ested in Wall street, and did actthe youngest Bishop of us 
thing for you. But 
all
downth(eporeinits.
care to be denying all the rumorsing to Bishop Talbot) and he's a originating there.
very generous man."The average woman does not know The tramp went to Bishop Talbot.that she :nay grok delicious rhubarb and the others watched with Interest. "in a cellar with WW1 expenditure of;Teey saw a look of surprise comemoney and withbut expensively pre- ,over the tramp's face—they saw thatpared beds and skilled labor such as the Bishop was talking eagerly. earn-mushroom growing entails, 
lestly—they raw the tram er-look 
that E. Harriman had secured
earge holdings of the Reading and
New JereeY Central railway stock was
Good, common earth suffices, a, turbed—but they finally saw thacellar free from frost, a little time something passed from hard te handspent in watering the roots—that 181 The tramp tried to get awe- with
by its wonderful control over the organs of digestion and nutrition. It all, sal the reward is 'fresh rhubarb out speaking to those of the group
restores the nortiaal activity of the Stomach, increases the secretions of sauce and pies long before Spring but the former spokesman called to
the blood-making glands, cleanses the system of poisonous accumu. teomes an dthe sour green rhubarb elm.lations, and so relieves the liver of the burdens imposed upon it by the grows in garden. Forced rhubarb isi "Well, did you get something fromdeneate and rose-rolored, and two Our young 7"weeks before time of planting is'
Prof. Finley Ellingvrood, M. D., of 
The tramp grinned eheepishly." No;
Bennett Medical College, C'hicago, says sufficient for growing the find supply • gave him a dollar for his blamed
of Golden beat root: It is a moet —If you are impatient. It is better, new caihedral.at Laramie!"
superior remedy in catarrhal gaatritis however to let the stalks grow long-1
(inflammation of the stoniach), chronic
er and cut them after four week,'
An Irish Twister,time. There will be no large green
Pat—Mike, '(is drunk yez be.leaves, only little yellow ones like
Mike—A lie, a liee you're sp•akingthe inside curly ones of lettuce, but
Yez you'd not dare to armee Mutt Ia nice harvest of the stalks. The 0, was sober.darker the Wain the- redder the
ez was weber y'd have the
common 
stalks. Avoid draughts and keep 
theI Pat—If 
sinre to know yez was drunkcellar rather cool if you wish high
flaxen. Greeter beat eauree more
A firm in business In Oxford street
ra.ATIFffil•lh, bur of efltiMo good a
Pre`ident'S Sons.
Strictly speakiug only twenty-one
presidents' sons concerning whom
there are available records, have
grown TO manhood.
Six preskients—Washington, Medi-
son, Jackson, Polk, Buchanan (a ba-
caelor) and McKinley—left no child-
ren. •
Two—Jefferson and Monroeleft
daughters only. President Johnson
had two sons, but both died before
he was president, and so do not count
The sons of the thirteen presi-
dents—John Adams, John Quincy
Adams, Van Buren, William Henry
Harrison, Tyler Taylor, Fillmore,
Lincoln Grant Hayes, Garfield,
Arthur and Benjamin Harrison-e-have
lived to man's estate. The sons of
Cleveland and Roosevelt are still boys
Of the twenty-one prhsidents' sons
who have reached manhood nine haveLondon, has Just insured for $1,-
quality. About forty degrees is right, bulked large in the public eye on000 000 against eirthquakes.
land the rhubarb should bo so crisp ' their own account, and all but one orto break if dropped. It ehoull two have been solid, substantial citi-
"Golden Medical Dieeovere" can be not be pilled and tough and pithy Yen ea net 'have mu-h faith in
relied upon to do all that is claimed for
like eome ti'aced on sale at good your Fn' her InGelden Seal root in the cure of all the •above brief extract", for it a moel A little liquid manure Will produce a
Ills family.
various diseases as set forth in the prices. No light at all Is regnired.
zens.
The prominent nine are John
Quincy Adams, president, diplomatist
and representative: Caarles Francisfine growth, but If for eny reason it 
nETN. Adams. publicist and statesman: Rob-
cannot b used success clan he at- trsoUTPLATES or' ler register of the Confederatenettled without it. Where there Is no Are•oary• Richard Taylor who serv-heater In the cellar crops are raised ed *eh distinguiahed gallantry onby means of any small, cheap laun- the Confelerate side, of the Civil,dry stove or even an oil heater. 
War; Jahn Van Buren prominent inI The beds are prepared by placing state politics and just entering na-a layer of earth on the eeelar floor 
tional polities when 'he died; Robert
i 
•
or mein `boards laid upon the ucerr Cut Prices in Dental Work Until To;L1 Lincoln, cabinet minister, dip.and the rhubarb roote placed on 
lomaint and president of a world-
them, covering with an inch of soil famotu corporation; Frederick Dentand working it all around the chumps 
Grant, dip'omanst and general in the
Gold Shell Crowns well and into the cavities. Water 
farm,: Henry A. Garfield, lateyer,$1.00 banker and professor of polities In a7/143 great university, and James R. Oa--
nienki field, state senator and United States
civil service commiseloner of corpnr-
atIons In the department of com-
merce and labor. now in the cabinet.
Besides the nine who have climb-
ed so high. there is John Scott Harri-
son, e who had the unit:me distinction
of being the son of one preaident and
the father of another. lie was a man
of force and of great influence In his
wen state, thotore be was not a prom-
April 1st.
Gold Fillings 
Silver Fillings 
Partial Plates 
All work guaranteed 
Cut this coupon out and bring
It with you, It is worth $1.00.
Each person hi limited to one
coupon for each Job of plate or
bridge work only. Until after
ApIrl I, 'OT,
A little book of extracts treating ofall the several in redients entering IntoDr. Pico:eat m cinee, being extract*from standard medical works, of the Is well to have a bedding Pant IIIdifferent schools of practice will be ,cover the surfaces' For instatice,
mailed /rum to any one asking (by postal
11,aont Azure in , notional UMW..
COUlitilIS him in, and he surely "made
ittod.". as the saying is, ten, or only
one less than half the presidents'
;seins who have reached Manhood, are
OSI 1914
ONEFAREFORROUNDIRIPBYRAILwRIVER
WILL,
TOUCtl-'
THE
BUTT°
LETS YOU
SEE IT ALL
LTEMT_UfkE
entitled to be named on the roll of
ho nor.
Practically all of 'the president's
sons who have grown to man's es-
tate have been good eltizens; their
lives have been clean, wholesome and
Wiggs---"I have to get up early
every vieekndae, but I make up my
sleep on Sunday me,rnings." Wang—
"AOi yeti go bu chueph,
cleivhia Record,
a credit alike' to their parentage and Hen.ren lotruets no greet cargo totheir country, while ten of the twen- the veseel that spreads its sells to ev-ty have won unusual discinction. It ery wind that blows. <would be hard to find any other class
of ploneinent Americans whose Eons Of Chinese edible birds' nests ithave done as well as those of the takes Si) to weigh a pound.presidents.—Ohio Magazine.
An average man needs 1 Me
eetinis weight Qt fond enarle.
Selleteelbe for Pie Sun,
Modern Plumbing
You cannot say your home is
modern and comfortable if your
bathroom fixtures are old, and
unsanitary.
Modern plumbing and bath room equipment
makes ycur home healthy and comfortable_
1111maduarpiumbizeg fixtures are the most durable
and szaifary fixtures mad:. We handle this line
and add our own guarantee to the rasn,dactuters.
We combine skilled. axperienced labor with res.
sanable prices and prompt scri-ice.
Are You Looking
for a Servant?
We will furnish you with a servant that will stay at leastone year—work night and day without complaining--will doyour shopping, order your supplies, call the doeter, firemanor police—attend all ' yonr wants-A11 for $1.50 'amonth. Call Contract Departnnent No. 650 for particulars.
PADUCAH HOME TELEPHONE C01, 111C,
'W. \PI? Pexton,
President
R. Rudy, P. Puryear
Oesh!or. Assistant Cashier.
CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK
Inc•rpor•t•d
Capital . 
$100,000Surplus .  50,000Stockholders liability . .  100.000
Total security to deposiltore $2.141,000Accounts of individuals and thane frolicked. We appreciatesmall as well as large depositor.' and accord to all the samecourteous treatment.
Interest Paid "on Time Deposits,
opt§ s %rum) tY rtila urs Imo* ; rti.s oct,00n.
'Third and Broadway
•
100,4 • I
^
•
there. ItitiS Dowt swept submittit4, 
of 
buisoms' for them.—:PhIladelphia Ledger. •reetany rftarde7 as the tonic, %mkt eurtflOesIdOW-1el. this non-secret ittni• • DENTIST.
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Dyspepsia,
The stomach is in far greater
danger from uric acid than any other
organ; hence, dyspepsia is a most
tommon ailment. Most people who ;
stiffer from its early symptoms fool-
ishly neglect it. You will surely
regret it if you neglect it.
Uric acid is always the cause. All
through our stomach membrane, is a
network of tiny blood vessels. When
you eat heavy or improper foods
these little blood vessels congest so
that the blood stops flowing through
them, and the uric acid—always in the
blood—crystalizes in the congested
veins, forming sharp little grains like
sand. These constantly irritate the
nerves, causing pains in the stomacl.
Artificial digestives, such as com-
pounds of charcoal, pepsin, soda and
fie like, will NEVER cure stomach
rouble. You MUST dear the uric
acid sand ouf of the blood vtsels.
This is the ONLY way. LIFE
PLANT does this! LIFE PLANT
ii provided especially by Nature to
wash out accumulated uric acid from
every part of the body. Through
this power LIFE PLANT will restore
your stomach to perfect condition, so
that it will be a joy for you to eat
and live. Our files are full of unsol-
icited letters proving this. Read
just one: flit
" I have been troubled with indigestion fur years.Last year the joints of my right hand became mushswollen and very painful with rheumatism. LifePlant was recommended, and after taking threebottles I have no more trouble with my 9toms,h.The pain from rheumatism is gone and th, jointsdmost in normal condition...
MRS. M. W. DRONISERGER.
szeo Girard Are., Philadelphia, Pa.
iNo matter what your trouble 'may
be, write your symptoms fully to I. J.
Allier, M. D., President of the Life
•4 Plant Co., Canton, 0., who will mail
you his personal advice free. Our
helpful book-e--Good Health—mailed
free to anyone on request.
THE LIFE PLANT CO.,
CANTON, 0,
Back ache,
Pain in the
Hips and Groins
In most capes are direct results of
WEAK KIDNEYS and LNFLAM-
MATION OF THE BLADDER.
The strain on the Kidneys and in
flamed membranes lining the neok
of the Bladder producing thee.
pains.
LARK'S
KIDNEY
GLOBES
WILL CURE IT
Two doses give relief, and one box
will cure any ordinary case of Kid-
ney or Bladder trouble. Remoras
Gravel, cures Diabetes, Seminal
Emissions, Weak, and Lame Back,
Rheumatism and all irregularities
of the Kidneys and Bladder in both
men and women. Sold at 50 cents
• box on the No Cure No Pay basis
by McPberson's drug store, Fourth
and Broadway, sole agents for Pa-
ducah, or sent by mail upon receipt
of price 63 Lark Medicine Co., Lou-
isville, Ky.
ROGERS' LIVERWORT
TAR AND CANCHALAGUAFor the complete cure of Cough.. Colds,Asthma, and Orem chili, sal all Lungplain • s tending to Consumption. Liverrivstri.Tar arid Wild Ch•rry have for ages maintamed so established reputation as • niasdardrough Remedy It contains no opium or harm-ful drag. oan he given with safety to children.Price 1100. Sold by Al vey & L.st.Williams I' ir Co., Props.. Cleveland, O.
PI()
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N°TT's PENNYROYAL PILLS
Seat. bald relivable, they
overcome, weetkness. In-
 s/Igor. banish pains.Igo remedy *quads DR.
inoTrs PesosYR0V A L PIU.s
Sold by Druggist.' and Dr Mott.
Chemical Co., Cleveland, Chin
Sold by Aliey & List.
PIL
"I have suitensi *la% piles e;/ theirets ream.)ns year ago last April I began taking Caseate!5phr eeastleation. In the coarse of • week I unshodbe piles began to disappear end at the end of alerests they dld not tenable me at all. l'aenarmeAwe demo wonders form.. I am noblriply rayed andSW lit.. new Mee." George Kryder. Napoleon. O.
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LARVAL SALE, TEN MILLION BOXES
THE
Masquerader
By KATHERINE CECIL THURSTON.
Author of "The C.ircle." Etc.
Copyright. 1500. by Harper Le Brothers
(Continued from Yeateedeg.)
uer angers grasped at, then held his.
He made no -effort to release them.
With a dogged acknowledgment, he ad-
mitted himself worsted.
How tong she stayed immovable.
holding his hand, neither of thew knew.
The process of a woman's Justin& ipso
subtle, so obscure, that It would be
futile to apply It to the commonplace
test of time. She kept her hold tenaci-
ously, as thopgh his fingers possessed
some peculiar virtue. Then at last she
Spoke.
"nines. Jack?" she said very slowly.
And under the two short words a whole
world of incredulity and surmise made
ilteelf felt.
Loder laughed.
At the sound she dropped his band
and Pose from her knees. What her
suspicions, what her instincta were she
could. not have clearly defined, but her
action was unhesitating. Without a
moment's uncertainty she turned/to the
fireplace. pressed the electric button
and flooded the room with light.
There is no force so demoralizing as
unexpected light. Lotter took a step
backward, his hand banging nuisuard-
ed by his side, and. Lillian: stellting
forward, caught It again before he
could protest. Lifting it quickly, she
looked scrutiniziugly at the two ring&
Al) women jump to conclusions, and
It is extraordinary bow seldom they
jump short. Seeing only what Lillian
saw, knowing only what she knew, no
man would have staked a definite opin-
ion, but the other sex takes a different
view. As she stood gazing at the rings
her thoughts and her conclusions sped
through her mind like arrows-ail aim-
ed and all tending toward one point.
Sba remembered the day when she and
Claileate had talked ot doubles, her
skepticism and his vehement defense
of the idea, his sudden interest in the
book "Other Men's Shoes," and his
anathema against life and its irksome
round of duties. She remembered her
own first convinced recognition of the
eyes that had looked at her'in the door-
way of her sister's house, and, last of
all, she remembered Chileote's unac-
countable avoidance of the same sub-
ject of likenesses when she had men-
tioned It yeeterday driving through the
park, and with it his unnecessarily
curt repudiation of his former opin-
ions. She reviewed each item, then
she raised her head slowly and looked
at Loder.
He was prepared for the glance and
met It steadily. In the long moment
that her eyes searched his face it was
she and not he who changed color.
She was the first to speak. "You were
the man whose hands I saw in the
tent," she said. She made the state-
ment in her usual soft tones, but a
slight tremor of excitement uuderren
her voice. Poodles, Persian kittens,
even crystal gazing balls, seemed very
far away in face of this tangible, fabu-
lous, present interest. "You are not
Jack Chilcote," she said very slowly.
"You are wearing his clothes and
speaking in his voice, but you are not
Jack Chileote." her lona quickened
with a touch of excitement. "You
needn't keep silent and look at um,"
she said. "I know quite well what I
am saying, though I don't understand
it, though I have no real proof"- She
paused, momentarily disconcerted by
her companion's silent and steady
gase, and in the pause a curious and
unexpeeted thew occurred.
Loder laughed suddenly-a Nil, con-
fident, reassured laugh. All the web
that the past half hour had spun about
him. an the intolerable sense ofsen im-
pending crash, lifted suddenly. lie
saw his way clearly. and It vies Lillian
who had opened his eyes.
Still looking at her, he smiled-a
smile of reliant determination, such is
Chileote had never worn in his life.
And with a calm gesture he released
his hand.
"The greatest charm of woman la her
Imagination," he said quietly. "With-
out it there would be no color in Life;
we would come into and drop out of it
with the same uninteresting tone of
drab reality." He Paused nnd sani164
• At his smile Lillian involuntarily
drew back, tbe color deepening In her
cheeks. "Why do you say that?" she
asked.
IT, lifted his bead. With each mo-
ment be felt more certain of himself
"Because that is ray attitude." be said.
"As a man I admire your imagination,
but as a man I fall to follow your rea•
toning."
The words and the tone both stung
her. "Do you realise the position?" She
asked sharply. "Do you realize that,
whatever your plans are, I can apoll
them?"
Loder still met her eyes "I realize
nothing of the sort." he said. •
"Then you admit that you are not
Jerk Chlicoter
"I neither deny nor admit My hien
tity Is ote tome I can get twenty men
to swear to it et any moment that you
like. The fact that I haven't worn
✓Ings till now will scarcely intermit
them."
"But you do admit-to me, that you
tire not Jack?'
"I deny nothing-end admit nothing.
I still effer my eongratultitiOns."
what?'
"The name twiasesslen your Mittens-
tion."
'nick effort she eongnered bee
Lillian stamped her foot. The :lesidls
'Prove me to be wrong!" she skid,
wills a troth tench el eleitensisnt
'Take 91 sour rings nod let we see
yoer hand."
- With a deliberate gesture Loder put
his hand behind his back. "I never
gratify childish curiosity," he said, with
another smile.
Again a flash of temper creased her
eyes. "Are you sure." she said, "that
it's quite wire to talk like that?"
Loder laughed again. "Is that a
threat?"
"Perhaps."
"Then it's an empty one."
"Why?"
Before replying he waited a moment,
looking down at her.
"I conclude," be began 'quietly, "that
your idea is to spread this wild, im-
probable story-to ask people to believe
that John Chilcote, whet() they see be-
fore them, is not John Chileote, but
somebody elee. Now, you'll find that a
harder task than you imagine. This Is
a skeptic:41 world, and people are ab-
surdly fond of their own eyesight. We
are all journalists nowadays-we all
want facts. The first thing you will be
asked for Is your proof. And what does
your proof consist of? The circum-
stance that Jobn Chileote, who has al-
ways despised jewelry, has lately taken
to wearing rings! Your own testimony.
unattended by any witnesses, that with
those rings off, his finger bears a scar
belonging to another man! No: on
close examination I scarcely imegine
that your case would hold." He stop-
ped, fired by his own logic. The future
might be l'bileote's, but the present
was his, and this present, with its im-
measurable peseibilitles, had been rea
cued from IOW "No," he said
again, " you get your proof per-
haps we'll ha another talk, but till
then"-
"TM then?" She looked up quickly,
hut almost at once her question died
away.
The door had opened, and the servant
who had admitted Loder stood in the
opening.
"Dinner is served!" he announced In
his deferential voice.
(To be OcuatismolL)
REGULATIONS FOR
PRIVATE POST CARDS.
Washington, March 7.—An order
has been Issued by the Postmaster
General providing new regulations
governing the size, form and weight
of private post cards entering the
mails. Such post cards must be made
of an unfolded piece of cart' board,
not exceedieg three and nine-six-
teenths by five and nine-sixteenths
inches, nor less than two atifl three-
fourth by four itiches.
They must in li-urn and in quality
and weight of paper be substantially
like the government post cards.
They may be of any color, not inter-
fering with a legilible address and
postmarks. Very thin sneets of paper
may be attached to them on con-
dition that they completely adhere to
the card C arde bearing particles of
Slam, metal, mica, sand, tinsel or
other similar substances will not be
accepted for mailing except when en-
closed in envelopes.
Natural Gas.
When natural gas was first brought
into use in America there-meemed to
be a general idea that the supply was
in'ex'haustible. k was Fold at low
rates and usually without measure-
ment. This method encouraged waste
Ot the consumption of pas and was
shortly abandoned by the large com-
panies. Today nearly all consump-
tion is sold by measurement. lit is
believed that the time has now come
a-hen it le poesitste to Procure 9tatls-
otles of the quantity of gas commuted
and next year this will be undertaken.
The method will give such figures in
the futtine that a more direct knowl-
edge. will be (Oita' ned of the capacity
of was areas, to maintain a commer-
cial supply of gaa for a certain num-
ber of years.—Kansas City Joural.
PEPTOL
The Flesh
Maker.
(live it a thirty days' trial
and get your money back if
it fails to add to your weight. 
McPHERSON'S
Drug Store.
AgoM t MAW.
I 4.106,MINSIONEH'S SALE.In pursuance of a judgment ofl
McCracken Circuit Court, rendered at
Its January term, 1907, in the action'
of George U. Drewry. Piaintift.1
Mark Twain's Henditiacenses
the early thirties; I do not remember
just when, for I was-not born then,'
and cared uotning for such things;
It was a long journey in those days,
and must have been a rough and tire-
some one. The home was made id
the wee village of Florida, lu Mon-
roe county, and I was born tbere
1535. The village contained a hund-
red people and I increased the popula-
tion by 1 per cent. It is more than
the best man in history ever did for
any other town. It may not be mod-
est in me to refer to this, but it Is
true. There le no record of a person
doirg as much-`----riot even Shake-
speare. But I did it for Florida, and
It shows that I could have done it
for any other place—even London, I
suppose.
Recently some one in Missouri has
sent we a picture of the house I was
born in. Heretofore I have always
stated that it was a palace, but I
shall be more guarded now.
I remember only one circumstance
connected with my life in it. I re-
member it very well, though I was
but two and a half years old at' the
time. The family packed up every-
thing and started In wagons for Han-
nibal, on the Missisippl, thirty miles
away. Toward night, when they
camped and counted up the children,
one was missing. I was the one. I
had been left behind. Parents
ought always to count the children
before they' start. I was havItig a
good enough time playing by myself
until I found that the doors were
fastened and that there was a grisly
deep silence brooding over the place.
I knew then, that the family were
gone, and that they had forgotten
me. I was well frightened, and I
made all the noise I could, but no one
was near and it did no good. I spent
the afternoon in captivity and was
not rescued until the gloaming had
fallen and the place was alive with
ghosts.
My brother Henry was six months
old at that time. I used to remem-
ber his walking into a fire outdoors
when he was a week old. It was re-
markable in me to remember a thing
like that, a hich occurred when I was
so young. And it was still more re-
markable that I should cling to the
delusion, for thirty years, that I did
remember it—for of course it never
happened; he would not have been
able to walk at that age. If I had
stopped to reflect, I should not have
burdened my memory with that im-
possible rubbish so long. It is be-
lieved by many people that an impres
sion deposited in a child's memory
within the first two years of its life
cannot remain there five e:ears, but
that is an error. The incident of
Benvenuto Celan( and the salaman-
der must be accepted as authentic
and trustworthy; and then that re-
markable and indisputable instance
in the experience of Helen Keller,
however I will speak of her another
time. For many years I believed that
I remembered helping my grandfather
drink his whisky toddy when I was
Mx weeks old, but I do not tell about
that any more, now: I am grow* old
and my memory' Is not as active as
it used to be. When I was younger
I could remember anything whether
It happened or not: but my faculties
are decaying, now, and soon I shall
be so I cannot remember any but the
things that happened. It le sad to go
to pieces like this, but we all have to
do It.—From Mark Twain's Auto-
biography In the North American E(e-
view.
pareata. moved to .edissouri in against Henry Dunlap & Co., Defend-1
Finest Chinese Tea.
"Many of the highest grade Chin-
ese teas never leave the country—
that is, are never exported in corn-
meretal quantities:* says a writer.
"Tea specialties in Europe and Ameri-
ca manage to obtain specimens
through corresponding firms in Chi- •
1nese export centers, but these sim-
ples are not for sale. lteee rare teas
are Preserved for oecesionel compar-
ison and 'testing with the general corn-
mercial teas. I have known of only
One pereon outside of the tea produc-
ing countries who supplies the trade
or the general publics with specimen.
of the rare teas. His prices range
from 375 to $1110 a pound.
Town Heated by Nature.
A coal famine will never be a seri-
ous matter in Boise City. Idaho. The
city and county butidinge are heated
during the cold weather without the
use of a fire, and subscribers to the
city. water works system get hot wa-
ter ati the time without the expense
nit stoves,. This has been accoteptisth-
t4 by harnessing an inewhansOble
hot spring and the novel pine works,
perfectly. It 19 the only piece in the i
world where the streets are sortnkled '
with trot water.
An enterprising Londoner adver-
tises, that he is prepared to teach
journallam literature and ptiblic
speaking "In five leesone." •
Gentlemen. -Mall who takes a bath
In cold water every. moidirnir. Warnt
water don't do. If COW weer kills
he CAR "die like a gettuenw." 1
ant; I will on Monday, March 11th,
(about the -hour of 10 o'clock a. in.
1907, (being County Court day.) at
the Court House door in Paducah,
Kentucky, sell to the highest bidder,
on a credit of six months, the to,.
lowing described property, viz:
A certain lot or parcel of land,
situated in he Norton, Flournoy, Trim
ble and Harrison eeddition in the
City of Paducah, Kentucky, known as
lot No. Two hundred and sixty-four
(264.) lying between Boyd and Har-
ris streets, together with all the ap-
purtenances thereunto belonging.
Being the same property which was
conveyed unto Stephney- Enders by E.
D. Richmond and G. A. Richirend,
his wife, by a wriSing dated the 19th
day of August, 1865, same being
recorded in Deed Book No. 37, page
18, in the Clerk's office of McCracken
County, Kentucky, to satisfy said
judgment, interest and costs.
The purchaser will be required to
give bond with approved security,
bearing interest at 41 per cent _from
day of sale, having force of replevin
bond, on which execution may issue
when due.
This 7th day of March, 1907.
J. W. EGGESTER Atty.
CECIL REED,
Master Commissioner.
COMMISSIONER'S SALE.
In pursuance of a judgment of Mc-
Cracken Circuit Court. rendered at
its January term, 1907, in the action
of D. D. Murphy & Co.., plaintiff,
against William Hughes. defendant.
I will, on Monday. March 11th
(about the hour of 10 o'clock a. m.)
1907, (being County Court day,) at
the Court House door in . Paducah,
Kentucky, sell to the highest bidder,
on a credit of six months, the fo:-
lowing describ property viz:
Lying and being in *McCracken
county, Kentucky and lying on the
waters of Spring Bayou and being a lowing described property, viz:
part of Lot No. 2, and a part of Lat A patent Right granted by the
No. 1 in the Morton Division, beginlinited States of America unto Sam-
fling at the T. W. Corner of saialiliel E. Foreman on the 30th day of
Morton survey of land at a stake ie January 1906, for the term of 17
a branch with a black oak and black years for a new end useful improve-
Jack pointer corner to the old Hazeiment In Tool Handles. Together
wood farm, now owned by 
:-
parsed with all the, rights, prIveleges and
benefits connected therewith.Baldry; Thence N. 13 te degrees,
631/2 poles to a stake, 2 post oak and I we; also sell at the same time
and on the same terms as above set
forth at the business house of Fore-
man Bros., Novelty Company at 121
North 4th street in the city of Padu-
cah Ky., the following described
property, viz:
One Iron Safe, 5 tables, 1 type-
writer, 1 small table, stock of rubber
grip, handles and all accounts due
said Rubber Grip Handle Company to
satisfy said judgment, interest and
cost.
The purchaser will be required to
give bond with approved security,
l bearing interest at 6. per cent from
day of sale, having force of replevie
bond, on which execution may issue
when due.
This the 7th day of March, 1097,
W. D. GREETO Attorney.
CECIL REED,
Master Commissioner.
•
ure
rugs
If you need Drugs, anything
In the Toilet Line, a prescription
filled promptly and correctly, or
anything in the Patent or Pro-
prietary Medicine lento tele-
phone S. H. Winstead, the Drug-
gist, either phone 756. Seventh
and Broadway. Here are a few
things which he does well:
He tries to merit your trade.
He heatless only the best
goods.
He gives prompt attention to
telephone orders.
He delivers goods promptly.
He makes a specialty of his
Prescription Depertment.
He employs none but licensed
prescription clerks.
He treats yeti-- -1:e The would -
have you treat him.
He extends every courtesy to
each customer.
He appreciates your trade.
So don't forget, when you
need anything in the Drug or
Druggist Sundry Line, to tele-
phone 756 and see what prompt
and satisfactory service you will
get.
S. H. WINSTEAD
PROPRIETOR
'WINSTEAD'S DRUG STORE.
BOTH PHONES 756.
Broadway and Seventh Street.
red oak saplings as pointers corner to
William Spence; Thence S. 77 degrees
1383/4 poles to a stone, corner to
Richard Murphy and J. W. Walker:
Thence S. 16 degrees and 15 minutes
West, 63 po:es and 24 links to a
stone, corner to said Richard Mur-
phy and Parson Baldry; Thence N.
77 degrees, West 135 2-3poles to the
beginning, containing 54 acres and
50 square poles to satisfy said judg•
anent, interest and costs..
The purchaser will be required to
give bond with approved seeurity,
bearing interest at 6 per cent from
day of sale, having force> of replevin
bond, on which execution may issue
when due.
This 7th day of March, 1907.
F. E. GRAVES, Attorney.
CECIL REED,
Master Cimmissioner.
COMMISSION Elt'S SALE.
In pursuance of a judgment of Mc-
Cracken Clioult Court, rendered at
its January; term, 1907. In the action
of City National Bank, plaintiff
against The Rubb Grip Handle
Company. defendant. I will on
Monday, March lit' (about the
hour of 10 o'clock a. m.
1907 )being County Court .day.) at
the Court House door in Paducah,
Kentucky, sell to the highest bidder
on a credit of three months, the fol-
Riker's
Violet Cerate
50c
OVe have Just secured the
exclusive agency for Riker's
celebrateil toilet prep/trot ions.
probably the moat popular
on the market today, and shall
ellwaYs carry froth stocks of
all of them.
Biker's Toilet Celine is just
ly famed.. It comes in .'Sr
packages and if you have
never tried it you have •
pleasure In store for ye/..
Drop In to rese the ettenalve
line of toilet preparatione we
carry, or phone nu your or-
ders, am we make prompt de-
liveries of all phone orders.
GILBERT'S'
Drug Store
4th and Broadway
Agent for original Allogretti
Candles
Where Sodden Death is Most Fre-
quent.
"In New York City occur ten vio-
lent deaths a day, as a direct result
of daily activities," is the startling
statement of Arthur B. Reeve in his
article on "Our Industrial Jugger-
naut" in the February Everybody's
"In -Chicago the number falls to six
a day, according to Dr. Thomas Grant
Allen. But the storm-center of the
country Is Allegheny County, Penniql
yenta, in which the city of Pittsburg
is situated, combining steel, Iron, and
coal industries, mills mines, • rail-
roads, and building operations. Over
seventeen thousand deaths and in-
juries a year in all industries is the
record for this single county.
1 " 'Conditions are such that the if.
of a foreigner employed in the mills
is given less consideration than is
the life of a horse or mule,' says the
coroner of Allegheny County. 'During
.my first month in Abe I was astound
ed to find that within 30 days 12 men
were killed in one elate alone of
the United State Steel Corporation.'
If even the present laws were enforc-
ed,' the Hungarian consul has pro-
dented,' conditions would not be so
bade "
' The leas reasomible a scheme is
the easier It is to get 111"11 10 'fl vest
i in it,
I1 A tin htlio makes a line t rot. tor a
man to get tangled up in.
KIL ''COUCHAND CURE THE L U NCS
gm Dr. King's
New Discovery
C
O
ONSUMOTION Prise
UG/111 and 60e & $1.00
LIR Free Trial.
....--
t ..a unitect Cure or all
OAT anti LrNa TROVE.
LEO, or MONEY R.ApK. 1
Oak Dale Hotel
Brookport.
Rifts $1 i Day. ErefIthiag 0 II
Ira I. A. Lactose, rreportren
DRAUGHON'a-.1
gAaiaezicedligeesi
(Iacurperated.)
MICAS, 312-311 Inatiosy, nil MIMI/2? College. to 15 Suite*. POSITION* isoared or money REFUNDED Also teach airNAIL. Catalogue will convince you 'F..Otelagleoth THE BEST. Call or NMI forcatalogue.
HENRY MANMEN, JR.
REMOVED TO THIRD AND
KENTUCKY.
Book Bindihg, Bank Work. 14egal
and Library Work a specialty.
NEW STATE HOTEL
METROPOLIS, ILL..
D. A. Bailey, Prop.
Newest and best hotel in the city.
Rates g2.00. Two large sample
rooms, Bath rooms, Electric lights.
The only centrally located Hotel in
the city.
COMMERCLIL PATRONAGE SO-
LICTTED.
ST. LOUIS AND TENNESSEE
RIVER PACKET COMPANY
FOR TENNESSEE EWER.
STEAM CLYDE
Leases Paducah For Tennessee River
Every Wednesday at 4 p. m.
A. W. WRIGHT, Master
EUGENE ROBTNSON, Clerk
This company is not responsiblefor invoice charges unless collected
by the clime. V the boat.
LEE LINE STEAMERS
Plying between Memphis, Evans-
ville, Louisville, Cincinnati, Et.
Louis and Vicksburg. Leaves
Memphis every Tuesday for
Evansville. Louisville and Cin-
cinnati. Leave Cincinnati every
Wednesday for St. Louie, Mem-
phis aini Vicksburg. Pass Padu-
cah going up every Thursday.
Pass Paducah going down every
Saturday.
I t.
G. F. PHILLIPS, Agent
Office Richmond Howie.
Telephone 66-R,
ArgaseININWEE111111111111.11m11
NEW clUBSCRIBERS.
List of new subscribers added by
the East Tennessee Telephone tom-
pony today:
1050. Boatwright, Mrs. Minnie,
Res., Monroe St.
2101—Scott. Relia, Res , 7.36 S
9th.
1828—Dozier, J. W., Res San
Souci Flats.
654-4—Trice, May, Res . New
Hope Road,
1119-r—Dark Tobacco Ass 11 12d
Broadway
Pie have In the coy over 3,000 sulo
scrIbers.or five ernes as many as the
Independent company; outside the
city and within the county we have
63 times as many subscribers as the
Independent company. Yet it will
place a telephone in your residence
at the same rate the Independent corn
pany is supposed to charge, and pro-
vide in addition, long distance facili-ties/ which will enable you to reach
fully fifty million people from Yoarhome.
Call SOO for runner tarormatiop
EVANSVILLE. PADUCAH AND
CAIRO LINK.
(Incorporated)
Evansville and Padueah Packets,
Melly Except Sunday.)
Steamers Joe Fowler and John S.
Hopkins, leave Paducah for Evans-
ville and way landings at 11 a. in,
Special excursion rate now In ef-
fect from Padueith to Evansville and
return, $4.(10. Elegant music on the
boat. Tab). unsurpassed.
STEAMER DICK FOWLER
Leavei Patierah for Cairo and way
landings at 8 a. m sharp., daily. ex-
cept-Sunday. Stiecial ascaraloa rates
now' In effect from Paducah to Calrd'
and return, with or witamit mettle
and room. Good music and table un-
surpassed .
For further information apply to.
S. A. Fowler General Pass. Pellet. or
Given Fowler, CRT Pus. Asset. St
frowlsr-Crembasib Co's sets,
Roth phone, No. IL —
en
.4
amon.
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AN UNCOMFORTABLE PERCH.
`‘.
tegri
400
an.
The Old Hen: "My goodness! I'd lik• to know what people see to admire
about a hammock!"
The Man Behind the Word.
When you hear a fellow talking
From a highly moral plane,
And his conversation follows
An exhortatory strain,
You attend with admiration
Till you learn that he is—well.
Not doing as he teaches;
Then you discount all he preaches—
It's the man behind the word that
makes it tell.
When, a fellow gets to posing.
As a man who knows it aff
Hands you dope with cool omnis-
cience
On whatever turn you call.
You may wonder at his knowledge
Till you learn that he is—well,
Just another "told you so;"
Then you smile and let him go—
It's the man behind the word that
makes it tell.
When a fellow takes to bragging
Of the things that he will do,
And impresses there is nothing
That he thinks too good for you.
For awhile. youmay feel flattered,
Till you learn that he is well,
Just a dealer in not air;
Then you look for help elsewhere--
It's the man behind the word that
makes it tell.
—Exchange.
•ALIDITY OF ORDINANCE.
If It Is Disproved Davis Will Be
Acquitted.
Danville, Ill. March 7.—The trial
of Will J. Davis. charge dwith man-
slaughter on account of the fire in
the Iroquois theater in Chicago in
1903, is now at a standstill so far as
evidence is concerned, and promises
to be tied up in the courts indefinite-
ly on legal points and may be car-
ried to the supreme court before the
trial Jtself can go on. Notice was
served that the validity of the ordi-
nance would be attacked. If the ordi-
nance was invalid, then as argued
there was no law to violate and Da-
vis is guilty of no crime.
Coward—Man who counts the
waiters before he "rough houses" the
all-bight restaurants.
Weakling—Man of delicate consti-
tution who needs to take care of -aim-
self. Examples: Emerson, Carlyle,
Scott Mon t a elle.
WHEN
You Want Any
Printing
You Usually
Want it at Once
THE
Sun JobRooms
Prine 358-R
Does all kinds of printing
t>0
We have the men who know
how to do your work just as
It should he done, and we
make an effort all all times to
give you just what you want.
Let us figure with you the
next time you need any print-
ing—probably we can save
you some money. We know
we can give you satisfactory
work, and give it to you
promptly.
CASTRO AT HELM.
Venezuelan President and Gomez
Make Up,
Caracas, March 7.—The following
authoritative explanation of the
meaning of the recent conference at
Macuto, near- La Guaira, between
President Castro and Vice-President
Gomez, was obtained.
The original cause of the estrange-
ment between the president and the
vice-president of Venezuela was triv-
ial, but President Castro's illness and
the injured' pride of Vice-President
Gomez enabled designing ministers to
poison President Castro against Go-
mez until the estrangement became
complete. The president, who was
In ignorance of this situation, won-
dered why his former friend did not
v"wit him and he finally condluded
that the stories that Vice-President
Gomez was intriguing to seize the
presidency were well-founded.
When they were brought together
at the end t>f ten minutes the differ-
ences between the two old friends
had been explained and both men
were happy in the reconciliation. The
talk between them lasted for two
hours, during whirls it was agreed
that future potitical action by Presi-
dent Castro would have as its basis
the combined interests of Gomez and
Castro.
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Palmer:--)S. W. White, Louisville;
R. L. Clift, Memphis; 0. Rosenfeld.
9t. Louis: R. S. Murphy. Fulton, HY.:
A. C. Taylor, Nashville; J. M.
Hughes, Memphis; C. H. Bradley,
Murray; Albert Michael, Indianapolis;
W. F. Hayes. Chicago; W. W. Evans,
Boston; W. C. Ohippa, Louisville: W.
L. Reeley, Newark, N. J.; C. H. Kahn,
Cincinnati; W, F. 'Weldkireb, Nash-
ville: G. M. Thomas, Nashville.
Beilvedere;—W. Jacob. St. fouls:
J. B. Draper, Fulton; I. 'L. Ritainstt,
Murray; C. F. Drieks, Cincinnati: C.
C. Clifford, Crossville; W. M. Elrod.
Nashville; J. J. Wellett, Louisville;
H. G, Carter, Cincinnati.
New Richmond:—J. T. Byard,
Kuttawa; Lewis Austin, Dallae, Tex.;
J. F. Crawford, Paris, Tenn.; Dan
O'Sullivan, Mound City, H. W.
Rathman. Murray: G. A. Whitney,
Evansville; L. Davis, Trenton, Tenn.:
0. E. Herrick, Vienna, Ill.; R. H.
Evans, Farmington; A. J. Smith,
Clarksville; E. A. Ward, Stkeaton,
Mo.: D. Winton, iLouleville; C. L.
Green, Cincinnati.
Union Rescue Mission,
Union, Rescue Mission, 431 South
Third street. Paducah. repoitS
tor February, 10907:_
Preached forty-flve _ sermons, in-
cluding street meetings and- -four
funerals. Visited and mini,itered in
241 housee. Distributed 1.13 pieces of
clothing, 12 baskets of nirbVitions, 75
meals, 25 lodgings, 27 billies and
testaments. Reveued three gi-a; whe
became converted. (Jot employmeut
for seven women, gave away 40e re-
ligious papers, conducted revive: at
he hall evesa night, had 20 conver-
stone, quite a number reinstated ani
hundreds impressed for abetter life.
Greet good was clone. Sister Anna
Wesson has done effective preaching.
The revival continues with letereat.
'harles Anglen. one of the eotivei-is,
painter by trade, a husband saved
'n answer to the prayers of his wife,
irom A life of sin to righeousness
with her and three children, will
speak for us tonight.
Let everybody come and hear him.
TIlE,REV, rt, vb. CHILES.
Anineety for All Offenders.
St, Petersburg, March 7.— The
presentation by the lower house of
parliament %of a unanimous petition
for amnesty for all politic-al often 1-
era except those guilty of actual mur-
der probabty will result from a con-
fesenca of the conservative deputies
field tonight.
—"It is 'dynast as &Mean to make
A man unlearn his erre..n as his knowl
i
edge." . And it is a function of good
advertielng to ;mike peoeie 1111)04111
their errogrx abort a store,
FRIDAY1 BICYCLES BICYCLES BICYCLES
High grade, medium and cheap bicycles. We sell them—we repair them—we guarananteed them.
The very latest models with all the improvements are now on our floor. Call and see them. BuyAt now pay latcr.
S. E. MITCHELL, - - 226-228 South Third StreetOGILVIE'S 
One lot of Aprons,
plain or fancy, with
or without bibs,
25c
50 doz. linen pieces,
embroidered, hem-
stitched, long,square
or round, table
cover scarfs, tray
cloths, etc., at
25c, 35c, 49c
Worth twice.
Remnants
Half
Price
350 KAI herb loom
Underskirts
$2.50
Black only
1 lot of 10c and
12 1-2c
Dress Ginghams
61-4c
75c wash silks for
waists or suits
49c
These are only
a starter
Remember
it's
F.RIDAY
At
OGILVIE'S
HIGH PRICES PAID
FOR MULES AND HORSES.
Hopkinsville, Ky March 7.—At no
Hine since the war has the price of
allies and horses been so - high and
the business of trading in this stock
so profitable and largely engaged in.
Yesterday was County Court day
here, aqd the largest crowds in town
were in etendance. Mule and horse
buyers were here in large numbers
mingling with the farmers and tty-
ing to get them to set a price on their
stock: Almost any kind of an old
mule would bring from $100 to $1t5
while mediumly good stock would
run up as high as $200. Fine spec-
imens, young, well-broken, clean-
limbed and sound-bodied mules,
though would bring fancy prices, sure
enough, these running from $225 to
$300. This Is the highest price In the
memory of any of the present deal-
ers, and they all predict even higher
figures than these. A local raiser of
mules held a sale a few days ago and
sold fifty head, most of which were
young and unbroken, and on these he
realized an average price of $125.i
The supply seems to be far short of
the demand.
While much can be said of mulesj
the same is equally true of horses.)
The man who owns a horse nowa-
days will not sell him unless paid
a hendivome mice and any kind can
be sold at figures which a year or so
a-go would have been coneilered high
for the blooded stock.
The DIplomat.
Alan (to Iris sister, who Is worrying
him to be allowed to play bornei—No.
Flo. But I'll tell you what—you stay
where you are and be the horse in the
etable.—Puneb.
TWO CENT FARE.
Will Be Passed By Illinois House
Today.
Springfield, Ill., March 7.—If
nothing happens to disturb the pro-
gram of the house organization the
two cent fare bill will be handed on
tn third reading, and will be passed
today. Any number of amendments
and oubstitute hills have been ard
are being proposed for the flat two
cent rate proposition which the rail-
road committee offers as an amend-
ment to section 1 of the law against
extortion but the house organization
has the whip hand and prpposes to
put the Bush bill through practically
Intact,
Laying Dial Blayne.
The :lodge—But If you tooted your
horn. how in It that the plaintiff did not
hear you in time to get out of the way?
The Defendant---! am convineed. your
honor, that the accident was due en-
tirely to the inferior velocity of sound.
—Brooklyn Life.
Bargain. —Anything that you are
sure a dozen other women want to
buy. Anything your husband will
want to know why the dickens you
bought it. Anything like anything
that stuck-up thing o_tithe next street
Purrhitstel it 'a higher' ifIcit. ' -.`
A bachelor maid Is mu umarrtad
woman waslem goe0111***4
table and quit struggling.
DIG CANYON FEUD OVER CREEK.
Flood Shifts Castalc Road and Ranch.
men Clash— Gun Play,
Los Angeles, Cal.—The gnomes of
contention must have floated down
from the mountain fa,stnesses with
the storm waters this winter, judg-
ing by the troubles which have crop-
ped up on every hand. Almost daily
Ithere come in reports of neighbor-
hood difficulties, the result of the
storms and freshet".
, Now it is Castaic Canon which is
attracting the official eyes of the
county supervisors. A trip is to be
made there on Thursday by Patterson
and Alexander, going as a sort of
"peace commission."
"Bill" Jenkins and "Old Man"
Carmichael are the heads of the two
contending factions. Matters have
reached such a pitch of strenuousity
that It is said gun play has come up,
and oldetanding troubles have brok-
er forth in new scores that have been
chafed until a neighborhood riot is
imminent.
'Like many other California water-
ways, the creek which meanders
down Castaic Canon has a habit of
lifting its bed when the storm wat-
ers rage. , This winter it has altered
its course in the most erratic fash-
ion, and in places runs directly along
what was formerly the county road.
Carmichael and Jenkins are exten-
sive land owners in the canon. Their
lands lie in such position that their
boundaries adjoin in many places.
Now, while both want a county road
up to the canon, neither is anriouti
for it to pass over his own lands.
But the storm waters switched
the creek's current so that in some
cases it lit.Joestrary to throw the
road up last* Jenkins land in an
OUT FLOWERS.
Choice Carnations, per doz. .... 5,0t
Roses, best grade per doz. .. $1.04
Roman Hyacinths, white, per doz. 5P3t
A choke lot of Azaleas in any
color, just beginning to bloom.
Free delivery to any part of the
city.
SCHMA US ISHOS.,
Ikkh phones 192
entirely new place, and in„other sec-
tion* it is Carmichael's "land that
catches the highway.
One of these men contends that
the board of supervisors must build
up riprapping so that the road will be
thrown into its f6rmer position, now
the bed of the creek. The board it-
self desires to throw the road far-
ther up the banks and ritual)* the
stream so as to make it secure in fu-
ture storms.
There is the same old story, oc-
curing ,in so many California com-
munities, where each land owner has
tried to turn the water's current
from his own land at the expense of
his neighbor, and u pin the Castaic
this has stirred up old enmities that
have been dragging along for years.
Supervisors Patterson and Alex-
ander hope to be able to reach a
satisfactory agreement with the two
main land owners. If this is done
the lines recently run by the county
surveyor will be closely followed.-In
case an amicable decision cannot be
reached it is probable that condemna
tion proceedings will be begun; but
the land owners, if they are so in-
clined, can cause long delay by liti-
gation before the road feud is finally
settled.
Sugar-Coating the Ills of Life.
The average man is an intimate
acquaintance of disappointment. De-
ferred hopes and ?imitations of in-
come and opportunity supply ample
provocation for complaint, and no
habit is more easily acquired than
that of murfnuring because of things
we can not avoid. But many a life
that might be marked by much of
sweetness and delight is marred by
this spirit of discontent. The contin-
ual dwelling on the inventory of our
lacks is on:: of the most certain ways
of embittersag life.
The ills of life may be as easily su-
gar coated. No man's experience Is
wholly barren of causes for grati-
tude and pleasure. To magnify these,
to give one's self to the distilling of
every drop of their essence of joy is
the wav to sweeten the distasteful
draught that one must occasionally
swallow. Some one has expressed the
thought in the little bit of rhyming
philosophy:
"The innorside of every cloud is
bright and shining,
I therefore turn my clouds about.
And always wear them Inside out
To &how the lining."
Try the recipe. You will find ft
well worth while.
—Exchange.
Days are sacred' in proportion as
they serve high ends.
He only always is wise whoever is
gaining wisdom. •
Are you getting your
share of bargains at
THE BAROAIN STORE
314 Broadway.
409-415 BROADWAY.
The Boys' Stare.
Getting the Boy
Ready for Spring
The boys' store is ready to help you with its
immense display of New York novelties.
We've made extraordinary preparations for
the coming season in order to give you a wide
selection. No boy is so small that we slight
him or so big that we fail to fit him. We're just as interested as you are in
having your boy well fitted. Our New Boys' Store extends to you a greaterser-
vice than ever heretofore, and we believe in this season's showing we have
achieved results in boys' clothes making that have never been equaled.
Handsome line of new Norfolk Suits in these
stylish gray plaid effects that are to be so
popular this spring; sizes 7 to 16 years,
$3.50 to $10.00
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Boys' Double-Breasted Suits of all wool gray
over-plaid and fine color; fast blue serge;
sizes 7 to 16 years,
$1.50 to $5.00
Complete line of Novelties in Buster Brown, Peter Pan and Russian Blouses from
$2.50 to $10.00
New Spring Arrivals
Wash Blouses, Russian Blouses, Buster Brown and Peter Pan—in all the new
and up-to-date shades—Knickerbocker Pants.
et
White duck and fancy rairia 25C to $2.00 Duck and Silk Napoleans 1 to $2.50
Rough Rider Hats, blue and white, for girls.
New Skidoo Hats and Caps for boys 50c
FREE
A pair .of Extension
Roller Skates, like cut, ,
with every suit from
$2.00 upwards.
k
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FREE
A pair of Extension
Roller Skates,lilce cut,
with every suit from
$2.00 upwards.
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